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YOUR RUNNING 
HEADQUARTERS
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE
TERRA TRAINER
$4799
SPORT
CENTER
SAVE *12
It's here. Now. The Terra Trainer. For runners who like their mileage heavy and their 
shoes light. For those who have longed for 
something that could take punishment, 
absorb the shock, and feel like it wasn't 
even there.
The NIKE Terra Trainer.
A shoe to be taken lightly.
OLVMRA
MAINE MALL
So. Portland, ME.
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 9:30
(207) 773-8131 
Sun. 12- 5
Newington Mall 
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9:30
NEWINGTON MALL
SPORT
CENTER
(603) 431-4304 
Sun. 12 - 6
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
Eric McNett seems to be checking his watch, 
and wondering when the snow is due to arrive.. 
As one of Maine1s premier x-country skiers, 
Eric must be as anxious as the rest of us 
to hang up the ol* running shoes and strap 
on the slats. The Brunswick resident is 
shown here winning the Waldo County Tri-
athlon.
I hope you all have been able to take 
advantage of these glorious days of autumn. 
This has to be one of the warmest, most 
dry falls within recent memory.
Now we are awaiting a new year of road 
racing. Gone is the inspiring year of 
the Olympics, but the memories of Joan 
Benoit and Billy Swift will live in the 
hearts of Maine sports enthusiasts for 
decades to come. In two more years the 
Pan Am games will be held once again.
Will other youthful Mainers rise through 
the national ranks to participate? People 
like Christine Snow, Joanna Green, Leslie 
Walls, Susannah Beck, Lisa Wakem and Scott 
Roberts could be following in Joan, and 
Bruce’s footsteps. And will ’87 be too 
late for Bick and Joan? The end of 
another year always seems to generate 
dozens of new questions.
Be looking for a lot of changes in 
Maine Running in 1985.
Maine Running is published monthly at 
Bangor, Maine.
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, ME 04429
Telephone: (207) 843-6262
Cover photo by Vance Brown of Brown 
Photography Calligrapher, Box 53, 
Searsport, ME 04974
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Get into x-country this year!
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ANNUAL 5 MILE MTC MEMBER’S HANDICAP RACE. 10 a.m. at Cape Elizabeth 
Middle School cafeteria. Club members can call Russ Connors at 799- 
8240.
Sunday Fun Runs from Georges Valley High and the Weatherbie-McGraw
Schools in Thomaston and Hampden respectively. 9 a.m.
JINGLE BELL RUN. 6 p.m. Start at Boston College Alumni Stadium, finish 
at BAA Marathon finish line at the Prudential Christmas Tree. First 
1200 receive jingle bells. First 1000 receive T-shirts $10 goes to 
Massachusetts Special Olympics. 1,500 runner limit. Call Bill Rodgers 
Running Center at (617) 734-7317 or Massachusetts Special Olympics at 
245-5570.
BOSTON COLLEGE COLLEGIATE/OPEN TRACK MEET. Contact: Jack MacDonald,
BC, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 (617) 552-3008
NEW ENGLAND TAC OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS. Contact: Steve Vaitones, 15
Chestnut St., Waltham, MA 02154
6TH ANNUAL JANUARY THAW ROAD RACE. (Tentative) Call Gene Roy 465-7296
7TH ANNUAL SNOFEST 5 MILE ROAD RACE. (Tentative) Call Greg Nelson 582-5607
GREATER BOSTON TC INVITATIONAL. Contact GBTC, 1185 Washington St., Newton 
MA (617) 969-9808
Does the ol’ race calendar seem a little thin to you? Why not flip the page and 
take a look at the Maine Nordic Council’s schedule of cross-country ski racing 
for the winter of 84-85. After two disappointing years with little snow, everyone 
seems optimistic that this will be a great winter for getting out on the white stuff. 
After seven years of running purism, even this old road dog is getting into the act. 
I'm working out with the Maine National Guard Biathlon team. Granted, I can't ski 
and I can’t shoot a .22, but I hope all the weight training and rowing machine work 
I've done of late, coupled with long thirteen mile runs before daybreak will pay 
off in respectable times this winter. We have two trips scheduled to Bretton Woods 
New Hampshire already. More later, if I survive.
f ’Sporting Goods for All Seasons'
MAINE RUNNING OVER THE AIR WAVES
Skip Howard, the manager of the Bangor Athletic 
Attic, exclusive sponsor of Maine Running over 
WABI Radio wanted to know what the running com-
munity thought of the show which is on vacation 
until next March. If you could take a minute 
to drop a postcard to Skip, he would sure ap-
preciate it. We at Maine Running would too.
a Good Sports
3 Pleasant St, Brunswick
WWW
1. Did you know there was a Maine Running radio
2.
show?
How often did you listen?
3. Do you mind that it's off the air for 
months?
a few
4. Would you like to have it back?
5. Any comments, criticisms, suggestions, 
about the show?
etc.
729-9949 iW
Mail your responce to Athletic Attic, Bangor 
Mall, Bangor, ME 04401
I
P.O. Box 264 
Augusta, Maine 04330
<Road
^Ramblers
Dear Bob,
In the November issue of Maine Running under TAC News you mentioned I have 
been appointed Course Certification Chairman for Maine TAC and that I was 
interested in certifying courses throughout the state at a rate of $5 a mile. 
Those statements are a bit misleading. I have volunteered to be the Maine 
Representative to the National TAC Road Running Technical Committee, whose 
members are in charge of certifying courses throughout the country. In that 
capacity I would answer questions on certification, provide forms and advice, 
and help process the paperwork necessary to certify (or recertify ) courses.
However, I would prefer that local Race Directors do their own course 
measuring while I help advise them. Since as you know, measuring a course 
and processing the paperwork takes time I prefer not to travel throughout the 
state certifying courses. In addition, the development of more people capable 
of measuring courses will hopefully get more Maine races certified. After 
all, a certified course insures the runners of the race's most important 
feature, an accurate distance. However, if a Race Director feels strongly that 
they need my services I might be willing to measure their course but my fee 
will also include a flat rate of at least $25/35 (depending on the distance 
from my home) plus the $5 per mile. I have been advised that this is the 
standard fee by Allan Steinfeld who is Vice-Chairperson of the Technical 
Committee.
With that matter clarified, I would like to advise Club Race Committe 
Chairpersons, and interested Race Directors of two important matters. First, 
all courses that were certified without the short course prevention factor of 
0.1% (JO meters for a 1 OK) added to the course will be decertified on January 
1, 1985. Second, I would like to know how many Clain-Jones bicycle 
measuring devices and Calibration Baselines exist in Maine. If you have a 
measuring device or know of an approved baseline please let me know. If you 
have any questions or answers about these matters or about Course 
Certification in general, I would like to hear from you. Please contact me at 
the above address or phone 582-5607.
Sincerely,
MAINE
NORDIC COUNCIL
The Birches 
Ski Touring 
Center
on Moosehead Lake 
Rockwood, ME 04478
THE BIRCHES SKI TOURING CENTER ON 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE OFFERING 25 MILES 
OF GROOMED AND TRACK SET TRAILS. 
LOG CABINS, SKI TOURS AND DAY 
TRIPS.
ACCESSIBLE TO REMOTE WILDERNESS 
SKIING. WRITE:
P.0. BOX 81
ROCKWOOD, ME. 04478 
534-7305
BRING THIS AD FOR 1 PERSON 1 FREE 
DAY OF SKIING.
NOTE: A skier attempting to win the MNC Race Series Championship in his or her age group, must compete in at
least two races of more than 10 kilometers, at least three races of 10 or less kilometers, and the MNC Champion-
ships at Carrabassett Valley on the 17th of March. Awards will be given out at that competition.
Jan 6 CARTER'S LAST STAND. Carter's Farm Market STC, Oxford. 2k & 5K at 11 a.m. $2 for 2K; $4 for 5K.
Contact: David J. Carter, Rt 26, Oxford, ME 04270 539-4848
Jan 13 SPRUCE MT. CHALLENGE. Spruce Mt XC Center, Livermore. 7.5K at 1 p.m. $4 Contact: Randy Easter,
RFD 2, Box 8425, Jay, ME 04239 645-4630
Jan 19 BEN-LOCH FARM NORDIC COMPETITION. Ben-Loch Farm STC, Dixmont. 10K & 21K at 10 a.m. and Noon.
$6.00 Contact: Howard Foley, Box 1020, Dixmont, ME 04932 257-4768
Jan 20 WILD MOOSE RUN. CVTC, Carrabassett Valley. 15K at 12:30 p.m. $6.00 
Contact: CVTC, Carrabassett Valley, Kingfield, ME 04947 237-2205
See our ad in THE PACK section of this issue of MR.
Jan 27 SNORADA CUP. Snorada Rec Center, Auburn. 5K (Jr II), 10K (Jr I,
Women), and 15K (Sr Men) start at 10 a.m. $6.00 Contact: Byron 
Davis, 525 Lake St., Auburn, ME 04210 782-6602
Feb 3 SUMMIT SPRINGS SIZZLER. Summit Springs STC, Poland Springs.
10K at 1 p.m. for $5. Contact: Summit Springs STC, Box 455 
Poland Springs, ME 04274 647-3603
Feb 9 GREAT CARIBOU BOG RACE & XC SKI TOUR. Sponsored by the
Penobscot Paddle & Chowder Society. Bangor Mall, Bangor.
18K Contact: Adrian Humphreys, Box 202, Orono, ME 04473 
866-5652
Feb 10 RANGELEY RAMBLE. Ski Nordic at Saddleback, Rangeley..
10K at 1 p.m. for $6. Contact: Ski Nordic TC Director,
Ski Nordic, Saddleback, Rangeley, ME 04970. 864-5366
Feb 17 NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC. Sponsored by the Farmington Ski 
Club. Titcomb Mt. STC, Farmington. 10K at 12:30 p.m. for
$6.00 Contact: Northern Lights, PO Box 108, Farmington, ME 04938 778-6566
Feb 24 BLACK MT NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford. 5,10,&15K at 10 a.m. for $6 Contact: Eric Roderick, 
Strafford Ave., Rumford, ME 04276 364-8977 or Jeff Knight, 50 Congress St., Rumford, ME 04276
Mar 2 MT. KINEO NORDIC SKI CHALLENGE. The Birches STC, Rockwood. 10K at 10 a.m. for only $4 Contact: The 
Birches Ski Touring Center, Box 81, Rockwood, ME 04478. See our ad on this page.
Mar 3 WILD MT HARE RACE. Ski Nordic at Saddleback,
Rangeley. 10K at 1 p.m. for $7 Nordic Combined 
Championship. Contact: Ski Nordic TC Director,
Ski Nordic, Saddleback, Rangeley, ME 04970
Mar 9 SUNDAY RIVER LANGLAUF. Sunday River STC, Bethel.
13K at 1:30 p.m. for $5. Contact: Sunday River 
STC, RFD 2, Box 1688, Bethel, ME 04217 824-2410
Mar 10 TITCOMB MT SKI FEST. Sponsored by the Farmington 
Ski Club. 5K and 10K at 1 p.m. for $6. Heart 
Fund Benefit. Contact: Sandy Record, Box 2140 
RFD 1, Wilton, ME 04254 645-4531
Mar 17 LEPRECHAUM LOPPET. CVTC, Carrabassett Valley.
15K at 1 p.m. for $6. MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL 
SERIES CHAMPIONSHIPS. Contact: Bill Chenard,
CVTC, Carrabassett Valley, Kingfield, ME 04947 
237-2205. See our ad in THE PACK
JUMPING
Jan 5 OXFORD COUNTY NORDICS. Swan's Corner Jumps, Bethel.
With Carter's Last Stand for Nordic Combined 2 P.M. 
for $4
Jan 12 FRANKLIN COUNTY NORDICS. Titcomb Mt Stearns Jumps. 
10, 20 & 30 Meters With Spruce Mt. Challenge for 
NC. 2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Randy Easter (address 
above)
Jan 19 WILD MOOSE NORDICS. Titcomb Mt. Stearns Jumps, 
Farmington. 10, 20, & 30 Meter with Wild Moose 
Run for NC. 2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Bill Chenard 
(address above)
Jan 26 SNORADA NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford. 5,
10, 20, & 30 Meter with Snorada Cup for NC. 2 p.m. 
for $4. Contact: Eric Roderick, (address above)
Feb 2 SUMMIT SPRINGS SPRINGER TOURNEY. Swan's Corner Jumps 
Bethel. With Summit Springs Sizzler for NC. 2 p.m. 
for $4 Contact: Summit Springs STC (address above)
Feb 9 RUMFORD WINTER CARNIVAL. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford 
5,10,20, & 30 Meter. With Rangeley Ramble for NC.
2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Eric Roderick (address at
Feb 16 NORTHERN LIGHTS CLASSIC. Titcomb Mt. Stearns Jumps 
Farmington. 10,20, & 30 Meter with Northern Lights 
Classic for NC. 2 p.m. for $4 See NL above
Feb 23 BLACK MT NORDICS. Black Mt of Maine, Rumford 5,
10, 20 & 30 Meter with Black Mt Nordics for NC
Mar 2 MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL NORDIC COMBINED CHAMPIONSHIPS. Titcomb Mt. Stearns 
Jumps, Farmington. 10,20 & 30 meter with Wild Mt. Hare Race for NC.
2 p.m. for $4. Contact: Northern Lights, PO Box 108, Farmington, Me 
04938 778-6566
Mar 9 MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL SPECIAL CHAMPIONSHIPS. Black Mt. of Maine, Rumford
5,10,20 & 30 meter. 2 p.m. for $4 Contact: Eric Roderick, Strafford 
Ave, Rumford, ME 04276
Look for the Maine Nordic Council’s universal flyer in this and subsequent winter 
issues of Maine Running. To enter any of the events in the Maine Nordic Council 
calendar simply fill out the entry form and mail to the appropriate contact person.
For further information about the council and what it does contact 16 Stewart Ave., 
Farmington, ME 04938 778-2830 and talk to Galen Sayward the director.
GO FOR IT!
In Printed Sportswear from 
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT.
RACE DIRECTORS & SPONSORS!
We can provide you with:
T-SHIRTS - RUNNING JERSEYS - SHORTS 
CAPS - BUMPER STICKERS - SIGNS
All Custom Printed with your design, 
or you can work with our fully equipped 
art department to create a design that 
will help make your event a SUCCESS!!
♦QUALITY PRINTING * QUANTITY PRICES
WE HAVE A GREAT TRACK RECORD!!
BENJAMIN"S ROAD RACE - 4 yrs.
LITE BEER - PAUL BUNYAN ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
CRANBERRY ISLAND ROAD RACE - 2 yrs. 
MACHIAS BLUEBERRY RUN - 2 yrs.
KENDUSKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
MEDUXNEKEAG CANOE RACE - 2 yrs.
HAMPDEN 8| MILER - 3yrs.
HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC - 3 yrs.
BOB BOOKERS - MAINE RUNNING CAMP - 3 yrs. 
MARCH OF DIMES - WALK AMERICA!
KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW RUN - 2 yrs.
TERRY FOX MEMORIAL RUN - 2 yrs.
ATHLETICS EAST TRACK CLUB 
PLUS MANY MORE!
* ART DESIGN AND LETTERING 
* EMBROIDERY AND MONOGRAMMING
COMMERCIAL SCREENPRINT
114 Main St., Bangor, Me.
942-2862
COMMERCIAL
SKI WAXING
“A CROSS COUNTRY SKIER SKIS ON HIS WAX,
NOT ON HIS SKIS”.
.A PRE-VIKING, NORDIC APHORISM
by Dr. John Frachella
I probably shouldn’t be doing this. I mean 
here I am, ready to give away all my hard 
earned waxing secrets just to run the risk 
that someone out there will take this stuff 
seriously enough to use it against me. Somewhere,
sometime one of you might blitz by me on the trail, 
or in the Caribou Bog Ski Race (God forbid), or who 
knows where? But I guess I shouldn’t sweat it, because 
in reality, precious few of you will take the time to read
this all the way through and fewer still will ever use any 
of the tips I’m about to give. The reason? Simple: waxing skiis is really an art, 
a science, a labor of love and a pain in the butt!!!
Now look, if you ski on a non wax ski, I want you to know that there are now a 
number of good skiis you can choose from including the new Multi Grade by Kahru which 
looks far more promising than any other non-wax predecessor. I hope you enjoy skiing 
the non-wax way, keep smiling, have a nice season and read no further.
There. Now I hope that those of you that are still with us are ready. Here goes.
Waxing is not cheap. You will need to buy the following items if you don’t already 
have them:
(1) A good sized fishing tackle box to carry everything to and from train-
ing and races.
(2) A propane torch with tips.
(3) A waxing iron. (I said a waxing iron, not an old steam iron. A couple 
years ago mine cost me $8)
(4) A couple of synthetic foam corks. (They work much better than the old 
natural cork corks)
(5) Store-bought wax remover. (Preferrably Swix brand)
(6) A couple of discarded nylon stockings.
(7) A high quality, plastic scraper
Let me level with you. If you can’t handle lists and details and technique - specific 
directions and if you can’t scrape together the money to buy these items or the money 
to buy the waxes (which they do not give away by any means) then maybe this isn’t for 
you. Running is a whole lot easier. The heaviest decision you’ll ever have to make 
about running shoes, windbreakers and jock straps can’t hold a candle to the depth of 
financial involvement and length of time committment you will need to invest in learning 
how to properly wax your skiis.
O.K. Here we are. The few of you that are still left are the one’s I’ve got to 
worry about on race day. Here's my method of waxing skiis.
First, I remove all the old wax with wax remover, a plastic scraper and a rag.
After I’m sure I’ve got all the old wax off, I apply another coat of wax remover, wipe 
it off and allow the skiis to dry for 10 minutes behind the wood stove.
Next, I wax the entire ski with Swix Red Glider Wax. I do this by heating my wax 
iron on the wood stove until it’s hot, then I melt the wax on the iron and let it drip 
in many drops onto my ski bases which are lying flat on my workbench. If this wax, or 
if any wax for that matter, ever smokes, the iron is too hot. Smoking wax means that 
the wax itself is changing chemical properties. Never let any of your waxes smoke.
Next, I iron the Red Glider Wax on the ski base with the iron making sure to melt 
it well onto the bases.
Next, I take the skiis out to the woodshed and I scrape all the Red Glider off, 
working from tip to tail. Use two hands and scrape all of it off.
Next, I bring the skiis back indoors and I cork the bases very hard again working 
from tip to tail. This evenly distributes a well burnished smear layer of Red Glider 
all over the bases.
Next, I buff the smear layer with a piece of nylon stocking to give the bases a 
hard polished finish.
Next, I dab on few spots of Swix Binder Wax 4 inches in front of where my toe is 
and 4 inches behind. This is the "kicker” area.
Next, I heat the Binder Wax melting it into the Red Glider just in the kicker area.
Next, I use the wax-of-the-day, only on the kicker area. I usually melt this into 
the Binder Wax with the following principal in mind: The Binder Wax melted with the 
wax-or-the-day makes the kicker one wax color warmer. So, if you want a Blue kicker, 
you must use Green wax if you plan to blend with Binder Wax. This Binder Wax-blended 
technique will make your kicker wax stay on infinately longer than any other method 
I’ve ever tried.
Next, I take my skiis back out to the 
woodshed and leave them off the snow, 
leaning up against the woodpile for no 
less than 15 to 20 minutes to allow the 
waxes to reach ambient outdoor temper-
ature .
That’s it folks. Please excuse my 
pedantic mood and my exclusivity, but 
when it comes to waxing, I'm afraid 
there’s only those who do and those 
who don’t. I’m not the final word 
and that’s for sure. Actually, I've 
learned a lot from the likes of Bill 
LoPotro, Gill Roderick and Sam Ouilette. 
They'll probably shoot me for releasing 
classified information, but more likely, 
they're snickering at this jibberish.
If I know them they’ve all got some 
hot new waxing technique that'11 blow 
us all out of the snow no matter what 
we do. (More next time on What Kicker 
Waxes to Use When)
CHESUNCOOK LAKE 
WILDERNESS 
TOURING
For serious advanced cross country 
skiers who wish to enjoy the challenge 
of the wilderness of northern Maine.
Groups of 8 to 12 our specialty fly-in 
or ski-in only. Dining on premises.
HANSON’S
Ski & Sport
T A IT , Twin City Pla;
James A. Hancock 207-989-7250 Brewer, Maine
Write for free brochure:
BERT & MAGGIE McBURNIE 
Rt. 76 BOX 655
CHESUNCOOK VILLAGE 
GREENVILLE, ME. 04441 
Tel. c/o Folsom’s Air Service 
(207) 695-2821
What, Me Run?
Have you ever made a smoothie? It’s a health drink that some people use instead of 
breakfast. You put two cups of yoghurt, two bananas, a cap of vanilla, a 
tablespoon of calcium carbonate, a tablespoon of calcium ascorbate (a variant 
form of vitamin C), two tablespoons of lecithin, orange juice, two raw fertilized 
eggs, honey, bran, a little cold-pressed vegetable oil, and eight tablespoons of 
nutritional yeast in a blender and turn it on. Then you turn it off and pour It in 
a glass and drink it down, and give the other glass to your wife.
Then you vomit.
The next time you leave out the yeast and don’t vomit. The mixture is supposed to 
keep you youthful and give you endless energy and smooth out wrinkles and increase 
your sexual power until you practically go crazy. It’s no good without the yeast, 
though.
The concoction is described in Naura Hayden’s book on energy. If you don’t like 
it, you can always burn the book in your woodstove and get the energy that way. I 
may have the proportions wrong. By the way, you can take the yeast (or B complex) 
in pill form and avoid the problem.
It A Maying sPort shoes for kids isn't child'sI play. They have to be designed and built for
KIDAROUND. fhat's why NIKE takes kids'
shoes so seriously. They're modeled after NIKEshoe^ 
worn by the pros. So you can depend on 
quality, durability and support.
NIKE doesn't kid around. Should you? I
1 b n s
Jfimes BAILEY co. inc.
The fTtalne Tradition in Sports
264 Middle St., Monument Square 
Intown Portland 774-6635
Copyright 1984
by Donald Wismer
SPORT INJURY CLINIC
Sponsored By 
Sports and Orthopedic
Rehabilitative
Therapy
Service
Evaluation, treatment and rehabilitation of 
competitive and Recreational athletic injury. 
Appointments
Appointment made by calling 945-2947. 
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Location
Crosby House - 277 State Street, Bangor, 
Maine - Suite 2A
Staff
Orthopedic Physician
Sports Podiatrist
Athletic Trainer
Physicial Therapist
Sports Medicine Coordinator
AT THE RACES
EASTERN REGIONAL T.A.C. WOMEN'S X-C CHAMPIONSHIP 
Lincoln Oct 21st
Liberty AC wanted us to know how well Mardi Reed has been doing of late. In this 
big women's meet she won her age group in 20:33 finishing ahead of club exec, 
Barbara Pike and Castine's Andrea Hatch. She's come a long way in a short time.
5TH ANNUAL VETERAN'S DAY ROAD RACES
Augusta Nov 11
The 5th Annual Veterans Day Road Races on Sunday, November 11, were held on a nice 
and warm Indian Summer morning between rain storms at Hodgkins School in Augusta. 
However, the unexpectedly warm and dry weather resulted in parched throats instead 
of grateful thanks as it caught the runners and to be honest the race organizers 
short on water. Even worse, the beer ran out early at the post race Beef Stew 
luncheon at the Augusta Lodge of Elks. Just goes to show that you have to be pre-
pared for anything at a November race in Maine, even nice weather.
In the races themselves, two seemed to be the magic number. Chris Bovie, 34 of 
Hallowell, in his first serious race in months due to injury, won for the second 
year in a row in the 5K (3.1 miles) with a time of 16:17. Floyd Wilson, 34 of 
Randolph, finished second for the second year in a row in 16:38. Mardi Reed, 41 
of Aina, bested her younger rivals to win the women's division in 19:24. Diane 
Wood, 22 of Augusta, was next in 20:03.
In the certified but hilly Half Marathon (13.1 miles) Peter Lessard, who was second 
last year, bested two out-of-state 
runners to win in a time of 1:13:40.
Peter, 22 of Winslow, led from the 
start to beat Alan DeCosta, 36 of 
Berlin, N.H. 1:14:39, and Daniel Mc-
Carthy, 23 of Waltham, MA 1:15:00.
Paula Stone, formerly of Orono, jour-
neyed over from her new home in White 
River Jet., Vt to win the women's div-
ision in 1:40:26. Stone, 23, who like 
Lessard was second last year, held off 
Claudia Takacs, 28 of Albion, who ran 
1:41:01.
The two races were sponsored by the 
Augusta Lodge of Elks and the Maine 
Road Ramblers to benefit the American 
Heart Association. 141 runners were 
attracted to the races which featured 
a post race Beef Stew luncheon put on 
by the Elks.
Greg Nelson 
Race Director
Chariot
Stamp out 
rock & roll.
The new Brooks® 
Chariot, the state-of- 
the-art technology 
in high-performance 
running shoes. The 
exclusive Diagonal 
Roll Bar™ provides 
a natural barrier to 
help prevent the foot 
from rolling too far 
inward.
^IBROOHS
The
Starting
Block
Running & Aerobic Wear 
The Runners’ Emporium
117 Water Street (207)622-6225 Hallowell. Maine 04347
THE NEW YORK CITY MARATHON FROM A PEON’S POINT OF VIEW
New York City Oct 28th by Newcomer, Claudia Takacs
I am no Grete Waitz; not even close. Never will be. But on October 28, 1984, 
being a Grete or a Rod Dixon didn’t seem to matter. With over 18,000 people at 
the Verrazano Bridge on a foggy, humid morning on Staten Island, being one of the 
mass of humanity about to undertake a marathon was all that mattered.
Now that we were finally at the start, even thoughts of the famed New York City 
Marathon Weekend faded from our minds. (That’s saying a great deal since the weekend 
included free lectures from experts on every running topic from "The Athletic Exper-
ience " to "Biomechanics and the Runner", plus a pasta party for 10,000 runners which 
even needed computerized attendance times, to a specially produced disco party at 
one of New York’s famous disco clubs yet to come that night.)
Still, there we were, standing in the red or blue starting areas throwing thousands 
of sweats and old T-shirts into the air in the emotional high of the moment. We 
were 18,000 individuals who somehow seemed to be one person. We were mostly aver-
age runners, having full time jobs and finding the time to run either before or 
after work. We had come from all over the U.S. and the world. We were typical 
people, married, divorced, single, teachers, doctors, sales personnel, lawyers, 
students, writers, homemakers, truck drivers, etc. etc., ages 16 to 85. We were 
all interested in one thing, finishing this race even in the extreme conditions 
which were expected (98% humidity and temperatures close to 80.) We jabbered 
to each other with the nervous energy of anticipation. We spoke of our families, 
our running, our jobs. Here and there you could spot a T-shirt which said "Tracy’s 
mother", or "Sue’s Dad", and some people even advertised their businesses like the 
waiter actually carrying a tray the whole race advertising "Romeo and Juliet’s 
Restaurant", or the truck driver promoting the eternal "Al's Truck Stop". Then 
there was the "Ghost Buster" who wore a sheet the whole route, or the balloon 
woman who was literally covered with balloons. Anything to stand out in that 
crowd.
Finally, after a forty minute wait, the cannon was fired and we were off, off 
on our odyssey. Thousands of balloons were released, and the New York City fire 
boat sprayed streams of red, green, and blue water, but most of us didn’t notice.
It was run, or be run over at the start.
We ran on hope, on thoughts of a P.R. We ran not more than an arms length from 
another runner in any direction for the whole 26.2 miles. We ran for an achieve-
ment that we could show ourselves and the world. We ran because we just knew we 
could do it. We ran cheered on by thousands of New Yorkers of every race, religion, 
and age. People wanted to shake our hands. People had spent their own money to 
buy us oranges, apples, and fruit drinks. Someone had even made sure that all the 
street crossing signs were flashing "DON’T WALK". We, the 18,000 peons, made the 
New York City Marathon what it was, and the New Yorkers loved us as much as they 
loved the race's elite leaders. High School bands played for us, and street people 
played their box radios at peak volume.
And we ran. We ran through Queens. We ran for that inside part of us that says, 
"you can do whatever you set out to do". We ran through our tears in the Bronx,
(about mile 20), through cramps, through dizziness, along that infinite blue line, 
with helping hands to pass out water or E.R.G.
And we ran. We ran through Central Park, which seemed almost like home at that 
point. We ran through the "Bandit Catchers" who kept the race honest. We ran, 
or jogged by now, to the finish! 14,000 of us by nightfall. At the finish there 
was a medal of honor, mineral water, support medics, food (a Fifth Avenue candy 
bar of course) and our loved ones to meet us at "Family Reunion Areas" where they 
could pick us up off of the ground and share our high. 14,000 of us ran to the 
end. So can anyone. Believe me, it’s worth a try.
LOST VALLEY 15K 
Auburn Nov 4th
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO. 
INVITES YOU TO COMPETE IN ONE OF 
MAINE’S PREMIER TRACK & FIELD EVENTS
DEMERS PLATE GLASS CO.
669 Main Street, P.O. Box 1582 
Lewiston, Maine 04240
ENTRY IN NEXT ISSUE OF MAINE RUNNING 
OR
CONTACT: JOHN P. LAFRENIERE 
Meet Director 
207-784-5404
The combination of assistance from 
12 area sponsors and promotional sup-
port from the "French Connection" and 
WBLM radio helped produce what has now 
become a classic. Just when many 
figured that the racing season had 
pretty much come to an end, 225 runners 
could not pass up this 14th annual 
event at the Lost Valley Ski Area.
Characterized by small, competitive 
fields in years past, the traditional-
ly hilly course was transformed into a 
fast out and back course along Lake 
Auburn. The Androscoggin Running 
Club and the Auburn Recreation De-
partment also had three goals in 
mind for this year’s race; to cele-
brate the 14th year of its existance, 
to honor Ralph Fletcher, Sr. who was 
well known and liked in running circles, 
and to raise money to help the youth 
of Androscoggin County who become 
eligible for national running compet-
ition. In order to accomplish this, 
we set out to attract a large field.
After the season had passed which produced more road races than ever before, we knew 
we would have to come up with something special. And for those who pre-registered 
(of which there were 200), guests passes to Snorada Ski Touring Center in Auburn, 
and Andy Valley Health & Racquet Club in Lewiston were given along with long sleeve 
T-shirts. Excellent awards from Shaw's, Lamey Wellehan, Etonic, Athletic Attic, 
Goldsmith's and WBLM were given to 36 winners along with priz-s from Poland Spring 
Bottling, Snorada, Pepsi and Black Bear Sauna of Auburn given in a raffle.
204 competitors finished the race featuring Poland Spring water stations, the 
latest in electronic timing, and the help of many volunteers. Bob Winn out dis-
tanced Andy Palmer in a time of 46:37 while the ladies where headed by Judy Ketcham 
of Portland in 1:02:00. And to top off a perfect race day, the people of Lost 
Valley Ski Area allowed us the use of the base lodge facility for refreshments, 
an awards ceremony MC'd by WBLM's Mark Persky, and live coverage by WBLM's Jose 
Diaz.
Thank you everyone for a splendid day - and don't miss what we feel will be an 
equally exciting event next year.
John Titus, Race Director
Strom on Masters
Do you sometimes wonder if the rest of the running community is even aware that 
you exist, let alone compete or have any desire to? Well, take heart because "what's 
past is prologue" which translated to language you can relate to means "you ain't 
seen nothing yet".
The guys and gals that laced up their shoes and hit the road after Frank Shorter 
broke the tape in Munich at the '72 Summer Olympics, are getting older and are not 
going to be denied.
Just to give you an example, in 1979, when I sent in my application to the Great 
Pumpkin Race, I mentioned that it’s too bad that they didn't have awards for over 
50 category. Since, if they were still living and racing, wouldn't it be nice to 
have something to shoot for. Fortunately, it was one of my better days and the 
competition wasn't too fierce in the over 40 category, it being a week after Casco 
Bay Marathon. A lot of the fast burners weren't out there. Actually, they were 
smart enough not to get in a fast race the week following a marathon! So, I passed 
Bill Leschey at around 5 miles and thought it was a six mile race. Imagine my sur-
prise when I got to the starting line after really emptying the tank and they told me 
I had 2/10th's of a mile to go. Needless to say, I only beat Brother Bill by four 
seconds and he said afterwards that another 100 yards (or was it feet?) and he would 
have caught me, which he may have done, but he didn't. I received a trophy for 3rd 
over 40, but more important, I got a pumpkin pie for 1st over 50. Also, Joyce Goodie, 
wife of Dick Goodie, who pioneered the Maine Masters along with Drs. Tom Miller,
Jim Henick and Dick Wright, got a pumpkin pie for 1st over 50 in the female category. 
The Great Pumpkin now gives three over 50 awards. So many times, it is only a matter 
of putting pen to paper.
Addendum: Bill Foulk set a national 10K record with a 33:11 in this year's race.
RUNAWAY 
BEST SELLER.
See you on the roads
Etonic running 
shoes are designed 
with innovative 
features for comfort, 
support, and durability,
So whether you race
seriously or run for fun, 
catch the new Etonic shoes, ^**4?
Before they run out. 43 Co ^^2^453 Harb°r
Herb Strom
them too
much or
they many run away 
from you in 1985!
Christmas
LIFE FITNESS FESTIVAL BIATHLON 
Bangor Bike/Road Race Nov 3rd
Race Directors - Have you ever 
had the fear that no one would 
show up on race day? Read on. . .
w, r, n Nov 7' 1984Dear Mr. Booker,
I am sorry that I was unable to 
reach you earlier. I tried for two 
weeks by phone but was unable to reach 
you. Leslie & I had to cancel our run 
due to low enrollment (only 5 people 
responded). I contacted as many people 
as possible but I am afraid I didn’t 
reach everyone.
Thank you for all your help and in-
formation, it was greatly appreciated 
I hope we will be able to do business 
in the future.
Sincerely,
Catherine Shea
* * *
"Is there a race here today? Is this 
the right day and time? Where do we 
register (isn’t it at the Norumbega 
Mall downtown?) Have you seen any 
race directors? I haven’t. Where is 
Larry Deans?"
These were all questions being asked 
Saturday morning right up until the 
supposed starting time of 8 a.m. Seven 
die-hards showed up in 30 temps to 
race the classic "Benjamin’s 10K" 
course. There were other people driv-
ing by searching for something that 
didn’t appear to be at the Abraham 
Lincoln School - a road race. Peter 
Millard, O.J. Logue, Steve Giles, myself 
and 3 other runners figured we had 
watches on our wrists, a course in front 
of us, and nothing else to do (except 
sleep in), so why not race?
Peter Millard dusted the field in an 
honest 32 minutes flat! O.J. was second 
in 34:40 and I was third in 34:45. Real 
nice workout.
As a sidenote, we were all rather 
offended and put out by the "Flip 
Town U.S.A. Boosters Club", the 
supposed sponsors who never showed
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of 
accessories.
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty - Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
up and were nowhere to be found. Very rude.
We looked at it this way. We saved $5 for registration and had a good time doing it
Brian McCrea
Ed's Note: Now you know the value of early planning and the importance of running 
your race flyer in Maine Running. And that leads to end of the year business. Once 
again MR will be printing as complete a list as possible of the state's running 
events in the February issue. Tell the director of your favorite race to send in 
his or her plans as soon as possible. The February calendar is traditionally used 
by race directors to see what competition they are up against on their chosen weekend. 
More importantly, the calendar is used by many runners to plan their racing for the 
coming year. Get your dates in as soon as possible and plan on running your flyer 
in MR.
&&&&&&&&&&& Bob T
I just picked up the November 1984 issue. This is the first 
issue to have the results that included my name. Yes, it is good for my ego to see 
my name in print. However, I find the reporting in MR somewhat inaccurate. My name 
is listed in three events and in two I'm listed with an asterisk indicating feminine 
gender. My wife, children, and the Navy Reserve will disagree with you (yes, I play 
sailor one weekend a month). So, in the future please check when you see my name, 
however it is spelled.
Just to confuse matters there are some Allison's listed that are female - Dyer 
Sentinel 10K, 16 Sept #60 Allison Towne and Dyer Sentinel Fun Run #12 Allison Dali. 
Also, in the Old Mill Pub 10K #63 Leslie Worthley and #67 Jerry Saint Armand are 
male.
Regards,
Alison Van Keuren
Ed's Note: I make every effort to list all runners correctly, but you must realize 
that the results come in to us in many different forms - hand written, typewritten, 
with gender indicated and without, with age and without. I send a letter to most 
race directors requesting the information in a particular format that will in the 
future ask for both age and gender. Perhaps Leslie, Jerry and Alison could sign 
up for races in a different way. I noticed that the return address on your envelope 
was "A. Van Keuren" Sounds like a nice handle Al.
&&&&&&&&& Dear Bob,
I am a 30 year old male who has been running since 1981.
I usually run from 50 to 60 miles per week, with a couple of races a month. I 
consider myself an average runner, with a PR of 18:01 in the 5K and 37:26 in the 
10K.
This past May I was diagnosed as having acute promyelocytic leukemia, a disease 
that destroys the immune system. I was told I had a 50% chance to live a month 
with treatment, and only a 10% chance of cure. My wife and I were devastated. I 
drink very little alcohol, don't smoke, nor abuse drugs, how could this happen to 
me?
The next day I was at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute in Boston. That evening,
I started an intense course of chemotherapy. I have experienced the side effects 
of chemotherapy: hair loss, intense nausea, loss of appetite, loss of strength, 
etc. The course lasts approximately 10 months, I have only 4 left.
With the support of my wife, three children, relatives and friends I am in com-
plete remission today, six months to the day after I was diagnosed as leukemic. 
Hopefully, I am on my way to a cure.
I truly believe that because of my running I have been able to withstand all the 
chemotherapy, antibiotics, infections, and other complications. I started with a 
strong body and mind, due to my miles on the road. A friend told me that I ran 
all those miles and still got cancer, that they did no good. I believe all those 
miles will save my life.
I urge your readers and fellow runners to keep pounding the pavement, strengthen 
the body and mind. I remember the long 10 to 15 mile training runs, when I wanted 
to stop because my leg hurt, or it was too hot, or too cold, any excuse sufficed. 
But for some reason I did not quit, I have that same attitude now.
I really miss not being able to run. In a few months I will be back out there, 
thinking of some excuse to stop my training run or at least to walk a while. Hope 
to see you.
Sincerely,
Chris Hilton 
Skowhegan
&&&&&&& Dear Bob,
I’m surprised you didn’t remember that the Pen Bay Pacer’s 15 Mile 
Championship flyer was in the March issue of Maine Running.
April 6, 1985 will be our 3rd Annual running of this race. The divisions for 
pri-zes are based soley on weight.
Through your letters page please advise John Kasnow and any other interested 
runners from flyweight to super-heavyweight of our race.
Sincerely,
Susan Schmitke 
1984 Race Director 
15 Mile Championship
& & & & & Dear Bob,
Joanna Green, a senior at Brunswick 
High, is truely a great athlete. As coach of 
the Windham High School Girls' Soccer Team, I 
watched her perform this past fall. She scored 
5 goals against us in 2 games. She also scored 
4 goals and had 3 assists in the Western Maine 
Class A final game.
Even more remarkable, is her time of 35:34 in 
the Great Pumpkin 10K. She's a class athlete 
and a class person who deserves to be recognized
Yours in soccer and running,
Lee Allen
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF MAINE RUNNING?
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of has-
sle? Why not put your race applica-
tion in Maine Running Magazine?
Here's all you do:
Send us your flyer by the 10th of 
the month prior to the issue in which 
you wish your flyer to appear. The 
number varies depending on the time 
of year, but is usually between 750 
and 1,000. The current rates are as 
follows:
$15 for 8^x11 flyer with the words
"Complete results in Maine Running" 
$20 for 8^x11 flyer without the above
statement
$25 for 8^x14 pre-folded only!
$25 for multiple page and loose insert
flyers
$50 for single side 8^x11 flyer that 
we print for you on colored paper
$75 for front and back flyers
Add $15 extra if professional lay-out 
work is desired
Best advertising deal around for your 
race!
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&-&&&&
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine Run-
ning are down-rigt incredible.
A full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
Half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
Quarter page $17.50 a month; or $175
There are special rates for 3 month; 
6 month, and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following advertisers:
*OLYMPIA SPORT in South Portland
*THE GOOD SPORTS in Brunswick
*THE ATHLETIC ATTIC
*Bangor Mall 
*Auburn Mall
*Portland
*GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING
*Old Town
*Rockland 
*Presque Isle 
*Bangor
*HASKELLS of Bar Harbor
*JAMES BAILEY CO.
*Portland 
*Augusta
GOODS
*THE STARTING BLOCK 
*Hallowell
*YANKEE SPORTS AND 
RUNNING CENTER 
*Freeport*Auburn
*LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH
Please patronize the stores that keep Maine 
Running afloat. We wouldn't be here without 
them!
Planning a large race? 200, 300 or more? 
Then you need...
^^Jhronomix
The only way to handle large race fields. 
$50 per race
Call 843-6262 to reserve the machine.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we’ll send you the magazine for a year.
SAME:
ADDRESS:
ZIP
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
MAINEB
MAINE RUNNING 
PO BOX 259 
EAST HOLDEN, ME 
04429
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THE GREAT AMERICAN DREAM ROAD RACE
Old Orchard Beach 4 Mile Oct 7th
1. Dan Barker 20:00
2. Ken Bottinq 20:04
3. Justin Curtis 20:20
4. Greg Parlin 21:01
5. Werner Pobatschnig 21:11
6. Jack Mahurin 21:13
7. Bob Hartley 21:17
8. Gino Valeriani 21:23
9. Keith Turner 21:26
10. David Donnelly 21:56
11. John Titus, Jr. 22:02
12. Doug Kay 22:06
13. Richard L’Heureux 22:11
14. Brian Corcoran 22:12
15. Bob Quentin 22:15
16. Michael Kimball 22:20
17. Michael Bard 22:26
18. Steve Harriman 22:31
19. Warren Dean 22:33
20. David Tinker 22:40
21. John McIntyre 22:41
22. Daniel Zimmerman 22:50
23. James Leonard 22:52
24. Rich Sanker 22:54
25. John Fadden 23:07
26. Roland LaFlamme 23:08
27. Bobby Roberts 23:21
28. John Sullivan 23:22
29. Paul Merrill 23:26
30. Thomas Murray 23:29
31. Bob Jolicoeur 23:34
32. Lee Anderson 23:43
33. Marc Bourassa 23:44
34. Jack Mercier 23:45
35. Larry Kinner 23:45
36. Bob Krueger 23:46
37. Debbie Sawyer 23:47*
38. Barry Sargent 23:47
39. Ed Doughtv, Jr. 23:50
40. Marc D*Amour 23:53
41. Charles McMahon 23:53
42. Chris Cash 23:54
43. Scott Despres 24:00
44. Roger Borduas 24:01
45. Cherly Bascomb 24:02
46. David Dowling 24:10
47. Don Harden 24:11
48. John Jalbert 24:12
49. Charles Towle, Jr. 24:13
50. Robert LaNigra 24:30
51. John Perron 24:34
52. Joe Cesta ' 24:39
53. James Cox, Jr. 24:42
54. Carl LeBlanc 24:44
55. Al Dingley 24:45
56. Larry Frank 24:47
57. David Warner 24:48
58. Marc Breton 24:49
59. G. J. Carlson 24:57
60. Jeff Bell 25:01
61. William Whelan 25:03
62. David LeClerc 25:07
63. David Levesque 25:09
64. Paul Beaulieu 25:09
65. David VanWie 25:14
66. Larry White 25:33
67. Dale Peabody 25:37
68. Sandra Sprague 25:42*
69. Tony Verzoni 25:52
70. Christopher Newell 25:58
71. Mark Ransey 26:02
72. Patricia Monroe 26:11*
73. Richard Sears 26:12
74. Karla Hayes 26:13*
75. Michael Fogarty 26:16
76. Philip Pierce 26:18
77. John Murchie 26:19
78. Robert Spurrier 26:20
79. David Breault 26:21
80. Michael Flaherty 26:22
81. Chris Wales 26:22
82. Dan Roberge 26:23
83. Elizabeth Jurkowski 26:24
84. Lee Descoteau 26:29
85. Paul Lones 26:33
86. John Dorsey 26:34
87. Daniel Coons 26:39
88. William Sproul 26:42
89. Kim Coombs 26:44
90. William Rolfe 26:44
91. Richard Blanchard 26:47
92. Mike Chovenec 26:47
93. John Jurkowski 26:51
94. Robert Foley 26:53
95. Raymond Picard 26:54
96. Roger Pepper 26:59
97. Connie Whittier 27:00
98. Stephen Merrill 27:01
99. Michael Riley 27:04
100. Cheryl Pennell 27:05
101. David O'Brien 27:14
102. Steven O'Neil 27:15
103. Joe Ricchio 27:17
104. Jerry Ambruse 27:20
105. Bob Forcier 27:24
106. Michael Bergeron 27:25
107. Gregg Stanley 27:26
108. Jerry Dailey 27:28
109. Raphael DePrez 27:29
110. Steve Maloney 27:29
111. Ralph Baxter, Jr. 27:29
112. Roger Dunbar 27:31
113. Tom Girard 27:31
114. Joe Marinone 27:36
115. Hanley Denning 27:38
116. Missy Watkins 27:44*
117. Yvonne Jurkowski 27:45*
118. Phil Bartlett 27:48
119. Kris Fancher 27:57
120. Norman LaFurture 27:57
121. Kit Ross 28:00
122. Randy Smith 28:02
123. Richard Fecteau 28:03
124. John Ouillette 28:06
125. Russ Bradley 28:09
126. Steven Cyr 28:13
127. John Smith 28:15
128. Jean Smith 28:24
129. Christopher Rolfe 28:32
130. James Hinman 28:33
131. Jerri Bushey 28:34*
132. Dave Horn 28:41
133. Gwen Stevens 28:44*
134. David Stokes 28:45
135. Don Penta 28:52
136. Marcel Bouchard 28:57
137. Cindy Vachon-Dowd 28:59*
138. Denise Bouchard 29:01*
139. Bob Letourneau 29:03
140. Randy Skelton 29:04
141. Tom Babson 29:10
142. David Guest 29:29
143. Andy LeBlond 29:30
144. Maureen Sproul 29:33*
145. Roland Eon 29:35
146. Ron Lageuex 29:37
147. Tom Norton 29:38
148. Jerry Gilbert 29:40
149. Joan Lavin 29:48*
150. Don Croteau 29:50
151. Bruce Crockett 29:51
152. Richard Lepore 29:55
153. Sally Trussell 29:56*
154. Walter Smith 29:57
155. Conrad Labelle 30:04
156. David Anthony 30:05
157. Joan Martin 30:06*
158. Ray Hefflefinger 30:11
159. Michael Brewer 30:15
160. Don Atkinson 30:26
161. Judy Barone 30:27*
162. Katie Quinn 30:28*
163. Jerry Harkavv 30:29
164. Timothy Weeks 30:32
165. Paul D'Amboise 30:35
166. Thomas Wilson 30:37
167. Raymond Arsenault 30:40
168. David Stokes 30:41
169. Patrick Flaherty 30:43
170. Karen Wood 30:47*
171. Paula Lepore 30:50*
172. Robert Cyr 30:56
173. Dave Marston 30:58
174. Jerome Skrtich 31:05
175. John Caruso 31:10
176. Steve Brousseau 31:14
177. Mary Ann Ingraham 31:15*
178. Paul Koenig 31:18
179. Dick Goodie 31:27
180. Guy Laliberte 31:34
181. Harry Giddinge 31:35
182. Bernadette Sylvain 31:42*
183. Stoddard Chaplin 31:46
184. Laura Lavoie 32:03*
185. Robert Crowley 32:04
186. Herbert Ferran 32:10
187. Gary Peck 32:15
188. Robin Martin 32:16*
189. Mary Morrill 32:30*
190. Betsy McCarthy 32:53*
191. Joe Aiello 32:56
192. Gary Pugatch 32:59
193. Diane Churchill 33:02*
194. Susan Friedrich 33:08*
195. Lisa Breault 33:09*
196. Nancy Lee Wendelken 33:10*
197. Sharon Wilke 33:17*
198. Deborah Ready 33:19*
199. Joe Eragitano 33:26
200. Penny Turgeon 33:30*
201. Gerald Monroe 33:32
202. Alice Ferran 33:33*
203. Janine Jurkowski 33:36*
204. Laura Ziegler 33:37*
205. Diane LeBlanc 33:38*
206. Heidi Hanscom 33:48*
207.
208. Christie L’Heureux 33:55*
209. Cindy Fogarify 34:00*
210. Pat Ouellette 34:00
211. Jill Litchfield 34:01*
212. Preston Powell 34:09
213. David Kennedy 34:10
214. Carmela Patriotti 34:17*
215. Jean Fletcher 34:34*
216. Diane McCarthy 34:35*
217. Don Boisvert 34:37
218. Daniel Warner 34:48
219. Addy Harkavy 35:18*
220. Chris Hall 35:41
221. Joe Nelson 35:48
222. Dee Foreman 35:49*
223. Ruth Hefflefinger 36:03*
224. Muriel Pepper 36:11*
225. Mary O'Neil 36:21*
226. Brenda Cushman 36:25*
227. Any Neale 36:41*
228. Cynthia Lunt 36:59*
229. Janice Dorsey 37:10* THE JUNGLE RACE 2.7 MILE 46. Kimberly Beaulieu 2:54:59*
230 . Michelle Foley 37:12* East Harpswell Oct 21st 47. William Crowell 2:55:34
231,. George Keyes 37:20 48. Robert Frail 2:57:13
232,. Donna Cyr 37:21* 49. Chuck Bishop 2:57:27
233.. Thomas Dobens 37:27 1. Jim Murphy 15:40 50. David Torrey 2:57:50
234.. Caryn Perry 37:35* 2. Joe Bennett 15:46 51. Dennis M-Carthy 2:58:13
235.. Charles Sloan 37:46 3. Rich Wells 16:45 52. Debbie Sawyer 2:58:25
236.. Judith Golding 37:51* 4. Frederic Ward 17:02 53. Ronald Paquette 2:58:38
237.. Marianne Powell 37:58* 5. Debbie Sawyer 17:15* 54. Richard Maiman 2:58:44
238.. Marsha Jehn 38:01* 6. Amos Wright 17 :24 55. Sam Cohn, Jr. 2:58:46
239., Sandra Maccarrone 39:14* 7. Dave Deloise 17:25 56. Linwood Hildreth 2:58:47
240., Patrick Doughty 39:34 8. Diane Fournier 17:36* 57. Dick Kamieneski 2:58:53
241. Kandy Leigh Provencher 39:42* 9. Linda Larue-Keniston 17:38* 58. Bob Payne 2:58:59
242. June Babson 40:38* 10. Leo Richardson 17:52 59. Marcia Fahy 2:59:03*
243. Lili Hall 40:44* 11. Bob Ingersoll 18:46 60. Edward Miller 2:59:03
244. Danielle Lahaie 41:22* 12. Doug Ward 18:46 61. Michael Hodge 2:59:20
245. Nancy Gordon 41:51* 13. Gary Evans 19:05 62. Margaret Maloney 2:59:22
246. Kathy Harden 42:09* 14. Charlie Gordon 19:09 63. William Boyd 2:59:24
247. Laurie Leavis 42:35* 15. Mike Daly 19:33 64. David Weeks 2:59:25
248. 16. Tim McDowell 19:36 65. Garrett Casey 2:59:34
249. Maurice Huot 44:00 17. Poppy Thacher 19:52* 66. David Smith 2:59:41
250. Carol Dingley 45:18* 18. John Ouellette 20:24 67. Brad Goodale 2:59:59
251. Maureen LaFlamme 45:^7* 19. Winifred Wood 21:14* 68. Peter Bastow 3:00:40
252. Annabelle Carpenter 45:28* 20. Brian Perkins 21:15 69. David Freeman 3:00:40
253. Karen Searle 48:26* 21. Jane Waddle 22:11* 70. Guy Berthiaume 3:00:45
254. Sherman LaHaie 51:37 22. Matt Waddle 22:11 71. Bill Fitzsimmons 3:01:31
23. Martin Grimnes 24:44 72. Peter Zuber 3:01:48
Results courtesy of Dick Roberge 24. Marsha Hilton-Kingdon 28:19* 73. Jack Mercier 3:01:55
Race Director 25. Bruce Kingdon 28:19 74. Vincent Graham 3:02:01
26. Wendy Alexander 30:10* 75. Harold Nelson 3:02:10
* * *********** * ***** 76. Ken Newsome 3:02:28
Kid' s Race 1.2 Miles 77. Richard Harper 3:02:31
"FAVORITE SON RUN" RUN FOR BILL COHEN 78. Ben Fudge 3:03:38
Bangor-Hermon-Hampden 5K Oct 13th 1. Justin Farmer 10:07 79. Bill Donavan 3:04:11
2. Bob Waddle 10:21 80. John Opolski 3:04:41
3. Erik Grimnes 10:29 81. Mike Breault 3:05:03
1. O.J. Logue 15:57 4. Jaclyn Ouellette 10:32* 82. Ann Blumer 3:05:10*
2. Dan Pennock 16:43 5. Leah Ouellette 14:03* 83. Douglas Swallow 3:05:15
3. Eric Tyler 17:02 6. Hannah Wright 14:27* 84. Frank Ferland 3:05:19
4. Peter Hamm 17:16 7. Jason Richards 15:09 85. John Bucheister 3:05:30
5. Ted Roth 17:43 8. Julie Farmer 15:09* 86. John Mathieu 3:05:34
6. Dave McIntyre 17:54 9. Brandy Farmer 15:51* 87. Robert Jolicoeur 3:06:09
7. Bill Bartlett 18:11 88. Thomas Taylor 3:06:15
8. Mike Lantz 18:50 * * ************ ***** 89. Carol Roy 3:06:18*
9. Sean Duffelmeyer 19:32 90. Don Best 3:06:28
10. Ron Adams 19:34 1984 CASCO BAY MARATHON 91. Joseph Washburn 3:07:08
11. Bob Thompson 19:43 Portland Oct 14th 92. Lynn Woodard 3:07:12
12. Craig Boyd 19:44 93. Corky Keeffe 3:07:14
13. Gary Smith 19:50 94. Lee Nicely 3:07:19
14. Gary Booker 19:56 1. Henri Bouchard 2:25:46 95. Ben Sylvain 3:07:23
15. Tom Muluery 20:05 2. Rock E. Green 2:28:53 96. Steve Caron 3:07:31
16. Tim Woodcock 20:12 3. Mark Behan 2:31:10 97. Jeff Bengtsson 3:07:34
17. Scott Norton 20:32 4. Stephen Carle 2:31:25 98. Paul Berube 3:07:40
18. Shane Withee 20:34 5. Jim Toulouse 2:32:35 99. David Trussell 3:07:43
19. Rob Tomlinson 20:35 6. Jonathan Williams 2:32:44 100. Darlene Higgins 3:08:22*
20. Jerry Bates 21:06 7. Jeff Mello 2:33:09 101. Mark Reynolds 3:08:37
21. Richard Everett 21:08 8. Richard Weinstein 2:33:40 102. Ray Cormier 3:08:53
22. Barbara Beal 21:14* 9. George Towle 2:33:45 103. Bob Keating 3:09:03
23. Rudy Rawcliffe 21:36 10. Lance Guiliani 2:34:18 104. Loren Ritchie 3:09:18
24. Tom Palmer 21:48 11. Brian McCrea 2:34:20 105. William Pinkham 3:09:26
25. William Lawlor 21:58 12. Gene Coffin 2:35:31 106. Shaun Deane 3:09:37
26. Edward King 22:19 13. John Condon 2:36:28 107. Peter Cuff 3:09:43
27. Peter Gott 22:35 14. David Roberts 2:40:00 108. Ray Carroll 3:09:47
28. Sherry Bragg 22:36* 15. John Cade 2:40:11 109. Gary Hamilton 3:10:07
29. Edward Geissler 22:51 16. James Newett 2:40:37 110. Bub Predham 3:10:13
30. John Woodcock 23:44 17. Paul Merrill 2:41:57 111. Charles Allen III 3:10:13.7
31. Nilo Gilley 23:52 18. Harry Nelson 2:42:51 112. Phil Vezina 3:10:14
32. Charlene Wiseman 24:02* 19. Robert Ruel 2:43:04 113. Harry Schmitke 3:10:15
33. Carol Woodcock 24:24* 20. Keith Kelly 2:43:44 114. Hugh Bradley 3:10:37
34. Arthur Granholm 24:39 21. Steven Weiner 2:44:22 115. Joe Scanlan 3:10:50
35. Bill Sargent 24:53 22. Wayne Clark 2:45:16 116. Connie McLellan-Cuff 3:10:51*
36. Emily Gilley 24:53* 23. Edwin Hurlow 2:46:19 117. Ed Malone 3:11:09
37. Jake Gilbert 25:03 24. Bob Coughlin 2:46:41 118. William Rakip 3:11:09
38. Rona Granholm 25:34* 25. Bruce Jones 2:48:17 119. Tom Reilly 3:11:17
39. Karen Baum 26:57* 26. Ricahrd Lamontagne 2:48:45 120. Kevin Crispell 3:11:25
40. Holly Wood 27:05* 27. Rick Hinds 2:49:19 121. Judy Ketcham 3:11:33*
41. Lawrence Gay 27:06 28. Kenneth Kalil 2:49:27 122. Cliff Hatfield 3:11:50
42. Dave Hull 28:01 29. Bob Hunt 2:49:29 123. John Pepin 3:11:50
43. Sheridan Rawcliffe 31:16* 30. Michael McCormick, Jr. 2:49:37 124. Mary Rose 3:12:35*
44. Kathy Norton 31:31* 31. Jerry Allanach 2:49:37 125. Mike Martin 3:12:36
45. Kevin Cuddy 33:17 32. Fran Richards 2:50:48 126. Charlton Ames 3:12:52
46. Windy Rudnicki 33:18* 33. Jim Murphy 2:50:43 127. Nichol San Martino, Jr. 3:13:07
47. Deanne Bangs 33:22* 34. William Leahy 2-50:58 128. Carl Brown 3:13:14
48. Scott Cuddy 34:51 35. Glen Holyoke 2:51:04 129. William LoPotro 3:13:25
49. Heidi Morrow 40:07* 36. Malcom Noyes 2:51:25 130. John Perham 3:13:30
50. Morna Rawcliffe 40:08* 37. Mike Doore 2:52:11 131. Joel Titcomb 3:13:37
51. Tami Campbell 43:58* 38. Joel Croteau 2:53:09 132. Alburn Butler 3:13:39
52. Wayne Campbell 43:58 39. Daniel Kass 2:53:36 133. Gregory Bridgman 3:13:45
53. Jillian Campbell 43:58* 40. George Bourgeois 2:54:08 134. Sumner Weeks 3:13:52
41. Hermann Pelletier 2:54:13 135. William Johnson 3:14:15
Results courtesy of White House Motel 42. William Owens, Jr. 2:54:24 136. Joe Sassi 3:14:25
43. John Edwards 2:54:42 137. Frederick Ward, Jr. 3:14:28
* * i*********** * * * * * * 44. Dick McFaul 2:54:44 138. Edward Stott 3:14:31
45. Judson Esty-Kendall 2:54:49 139. Ricky Mohom 3:14:33
140. Thomas Allen 3:14:34
141. Joe Isgro 3:14:40
142. Fred Beck 3:14:41
143. Deb Hewson 3:15:32
144. Dennis Daley 3:15:42
145. Joe Cesta 3:15:51
146. Jesse Katz 3:15:59
147. William Lynch 3:16:08
148. Peter Carleton 3:16:13
149. Ed Rice 3:16:17
150. Rick Strout 3:16:32
151. Bai Joa Sang 3:16:48
152. Peter Connell 3:17:05
153. Tom Libby 3:17:33
154. Larry Fortin 3:18:01
155. Philip Pierce 3:18:06
156. Carol McRea 3:18:08*
157. James Lightfoot 3:18:28
158. David Battit 3:18:39
159. Richard Neal 3:18:44
160. Pat Connell 3:18:48
161. Daniel Oliveira 3:19:01
162. Bill Seekins 3:19:07
163. Tim Dempsey 3:19:09
164. Curt Shigo 3:19:12
165. Kerry Reynolds 3:19:14
166. Rose Galligan 3:19:27*
167. Robert Musil 3:19:58
168. Brian Leafe 3:20:24
169. James Maddin 3:20:27
170. David Blanchette 3:20:40
171. Don Provencher 3:20:55
172. Leon Hadiaris 3:20:57
173. Carla Desbois 3:21:14*
174. Mimi Mattson 3:21:18*
175. Paul Lachance 3:21:26
176. Robert Johnston 3:21:36
177. Matthew Gilligan 3:22:02
178. Stephen Morris 3:22:04
179. Terrence Eldridge 3:22:10
180. James DeMint, Jr. 3:22:25
181. John Holton 3:22:54
182. Eugene Waters 3:23:47
183. Grant Whiteway 3:23:55
184. Mark Seamans 3:24:04
185. Carol McElwee 3:24:20*
186. Thomas Costin 3:24:41
187. Gary Ambrose 3:24:49
188. Mert Dearnley 3:24:50*
189. Orlando Delogu 3:25:09
190. Thomas Thomas 3:25:14
191. Arnold Green II 3:25:25
192. Richard Sullivan 3:25:31
193. Stephen Gasco 3:25:38
194. Thomas Reardon 3:26:19
195. Stephen Randolph 3:26:55
196. Brook Merrow 3:27:06*
197. Ken Rosen 3:27:13
198. Hector Pupo 3:27:28
199. David Wilson 3:27:37
200. James Bishop, Jr. 3:28:25
201. Alfred Neuburger 3:28:27
202. Tony Beardsley 3:28:53
203. Peter Maietta 3:29:15
204. Berton Cleaves 3:29:24
205. Richard Morin 3:29:32
206. Nelson Lande 3:29:55
207. George Chamberas 3:29:58
208. Lee Mason 3:30:01
209. Ralph Estes 3:30:14
210. Sandra Wyman 3:30:18*
211. Barbara Hamaluk 3:30:47*
212. Bob Transki 3:31:00
213 Woodard Openo 3:31:13
214. David Toothaker 3:31:18
215. Vaughn Holyoke 3:31:37
216. Rosalyn Randall 3:32:07*
217. Meg May 3:32:09*
218. Wade Ribbey 3:32:17
219. Rick Spearing 3:32:28
220. Eric Ellis 3:32:38
221. Dale Perreault 3:32:42
222. David Roy 3:32:52
223. William Kasabuski 3:32:56
224. Kevin Jenkins 3:33:00
225. Paul Lapointe 3:33:14
226. John Schwerdel 3:33:31
227. Susanne Blood 3:33:54*
228. Rodger Lehr, Jr. 3:34:15
229. Peter Jensen 3:34:59
230. Tim Dicery 3:35:07
231. Russell Laste, Jr. 3:35:08
232. David Bragdon 3:35:09
233. Steve Woodsum 3:35:23
234. James Carr 3:35:30
235. Paul Dali 3:35:39
236. Ron Cedrone 3:35:52
237. Ken Dirkes 3:36:03
238. Barbara Coughlin 3:36:18
239. Jane Dolley 3:36:27*
240. Nancy Stetson 3:36:28*
241. Christina Brennan 3:36:34*
242. Vincent Skinner 3:36:41
243. Roger Dutton 3:36:58
244. Tom St. Clair 3:37:07
245. Roger Burns 3:37:23
246. Andrew Seeley 3:37:31
247. Dawn Pelletier 3:37:39*
248. John Cyr, Jr. 3:37:31
249. Bruce Fenlasom 3:37:52
250. Terry Vazques 3:38:02
251. Steve Collins 3:38:08
252. Katherine Christie 3:38:41*
253. John Michael 3:38:57
254. James Hogarty 3:39:02
255. Kathleen Jenkins 3:39:07*
256. Barbara Cade 3:39:24*
257. Don White 3:39:45
258. John Conley 3:39:47
259. Joe Beasley III 3:39:54
260. Paul Mayewski 3:40:21
261. James Chase 3:40:29
262. Tia LaMarre 3:40:39*
263. Michael Nixon 3:40:41
264. Joe Nogelo 3:40:48
265. Lisa Bent 3:40:51*
266. Bill Howell 3:41:07
267. Michael Witte-Meredith 3:41:21.6
268. Roger Oike 3:41:21.9
269. Brian Milliken 3:41:46
270. Gerald Monroe 3:42:17
271. William Davenny 3:44:05
272. Connie Gilman 3:44:16*
273. Harry McMann 3:45:01
274. James Dowling 3:48:13
275. Craig Haggett 3:48:26
276. Rene Collins 3:48:27*
277. Robert Mezzonotte 3:48:46
278. Shirley Sharrow 3:48:51
279. Bob Cushman 3:49:07
280. Mark Goodberlet 3:49:40
281. Terry Clark 3:49:57
282. Steven Doran 3:50:19
283. Elaine Regina 3:50:51*
284. Mary King 3:50:52*
285. Mike Hagerman 3:50:53
286. Cliff Knight 3:51:01
287. Richard Lates 3:51:09
288. Kathy Perry 3:51:11*
289. Lester Rozinsky 3:51:41
290. Warren Wilson 3:51:46
291. Don McDade 3:52:00
292. Alan Nye 3:52:10
293. Walden Vickerson III 3:53:22
294. Bertrand Gendron 3:53:22
295. David Nye 3:54:13.3
296. Bruce Nye 3:54:13.7
297. Deborah Jackson 3:55:44*
298. Bonnie Standish 3:55:45*
299. Michael Lacroix 3:55:48
300. John Marr, Jr. 3:56:12
301. Jean Goldfine 3:56:16*
302. Jean Kissner 3:56:25*
303. Iva Kazda 3:56:27*
304. Robert Morris 3:56:31
305. David Boggs 3:56:46
306. Ervin MacDonald 3:57:11
307. Jerie Bugbee 3:58:07*
308. Don Dimauro 3:58:35
309. Robert Caron 3:59:39
310. John Shane 3:59:39
311. Don Spear 4:00:32
312. Norman Crossman 4:02:03
313. John Worth 4:03:13
314. Craig Stone 4:03:27
315. Marion Leighton 4:03:29*
316. Carol Wade 4:03:45*
317. Thomas Poirier 4:03:52
318. Peter Pompeo 4:04:01
319. Tim Flaherty 4:04:05
320. Marion Leschey 4:04:06*
321. Susan Adams 4:04:26*
322. John Rothwell 4:05:17
323. Roger Williams 4:06:01
324. Allan Bissett 4:06:01
325. Jeffrey Wentworth 4:06:04
326. Fran Brennan 4:06:17*
327. Patricia Good 4:07:15*
328. Eleanor Roix 4:07:23*
329. Timothy Chase 4:07:25
330. John Zeleznikow 4:09:35
331. Betty Klein 4:09:36
332. Robert Clymer 4:09:43
333. Jack Vreeland 4:10:17
334. Judie Leino 4:10:38*
335. John Walls 4:10:44
336. Amanda Russell 4:11:07
337. Rene Goupil 4:11:20*
338. Gary Richardson 4:13:43
339. Sy Kass 4:16:20
340. Norman Nunan 4:16:56
341. Katherine Lindsey 4:18:45*
342. David Kreiton 4:18:47
343. Robert Kingman 4:19:02
344. Elvin Bryant 4:20:05
345. Gerard Grondin 4:21:11
346. Dick Lajole 4:22:38
347. Linda Dion 4:22:52*
348. John McKenney 4:23:16
349. Michael Hodgkins 4:25:08
350. James McGovern 4:25:18
351. Paul Claroni 4:25:58
352. James Ledue 4:26:40
353. Richard Butler 4:29:57
354. Laurel Kane 4:30:59*
355. Jon Lambert 4:32:23
356. Nancy Lambert 4:32:23*
357. Alice Devsen 4:44:59*
358. Brenda Cushman 4:47:31*
359. Jack Opper 4:50:41
Results courtesy of Steve Collins
Bridgton
******************
GREAT PUMPKIN 10K ROAD RACE
Saco Oct 28th
1. Bob Winn 30:35
2. Peter Millard 31:57
3. Dan Barker 32:15
4. Rusty Cofrin 32:36
5. Kim Wettlaufer 32:45
6. Ken Botting 32:53
7. Gregg Hime 33:06
8. Bill Foulk 33:11
9. Steve Podgajny 33:15
10. Russ Northrop 33:16
11. Greg Nelson 33:24
12. Ron Newbury 33:42
13. Lawson Noyes 33:44
14. Keith Turner 33:52
15. Gordon Scannell 33:58
16. C. Barry Fifield 33:59
17. Paul Cole 34:14
18. 0.J. Logue 34:21
19. Rick Lane 34:30
20. Wayne Pelletier 34:32
21. James Cotsis 34:35
22. Frank Brume 34:38
23. Ron Johnston 34:46
24. Dick McFaul 34:49
25. Bob Provost 34:57
26. Michael Kimball 35:01
27. Eric McNett 35:05
28. Wayne Clark 35:12
29. Bob Hartley 35:19
30. Kathy Northrop 35:20*
31. Bob Coughlin 35:21
32. Marcel Cote 35:28
33. Grant Avery 35:29
34. Stephen Harriman 35:31
35. Warren Dean 35:32
36. John Torling 35:33
37. Joanna Green 35:34*
38. Brian Lander 35:35
39. Jeff Dyer 35:38
40. Dave Tinker 35:44
41. John James 36:08
42. Darrel Coddington 36:09
43. Roland Moulin 36:10
44. Sam Merrill 36:18
45. Bobby Roberts 36:19
46. Bill Marlow 36:21
47. Michael Gendron 36:27
48. Mike Simoneau 36:32
49. Michael Lally 36:37
50. Joel Titcomb 36:43
51. David Smith 36:51
52. Dan Doherty 36:58
53. Kevin Jenkins 37:01
54. Owen Barber 37:02
55. Larry Phillips 37:03
56. Michael O'Connor 37:15
57. Michael Tracy 37:19
58. Bruce Theriault 37:20
59. Charles Towle 37:27
60. Michael Adams 37:29
61. John Fischer 37:32
62. Glenn Watts 37:34
63. Dick Neal 37:35
64. Ted Roth 37:40
65. Robert Cuthbertson 37:41
66. William Adams 37:42
67. Don Best 37:43
68. Harry Schmitke 37:46
69. Ed Doughty 37:56
70. Frederick Ward, Jr. 37:57
71. Peg Pingitore 37:58
72. Don Wilson 38:00
73. Kerstin Sonnerup 38:01
74. Brian Miliken 38:03
75. Dennis Mitchell 38:06
76. Joe Regali 38:08
77. Brian Kelly 38:15
78. Roland LaFlamme 38:17
79. John Murphy 38:21
80. Jeannie MacDonald 38:22
81. Peter Mercier 38:24
82. Craig Kinney 38:25
83. David Dowling 38:30
84. Mardi Reed 38:37*
85. Donna Dearborn 38:44*
86. Bob LaNigra 38:45
87. Barry Sargent 38:46
88. David Trussell 38:47
89. Ross Jenkins 38:50
90. Rick Strout 38:53
91. Larry Kinner 38:54
92. Larry Frank 39:00
93. George Wells 39:04
94. George Prescott 39:05
95. Robert Tescher 39:06
96. Charles McMahon 39:08
97. John Kelleher 39:09
98. Stacy Bryant 39:12
99. Mike Clapper 39:15
100. John Balicki 39:16
101. Mary Bart 39:17*
102. Steve Salter 39:25
103. Alburn Butler 39:27
104. Michael Carter 39:31
105. Debbie Sawyer 39:32*
106. Martin Schiff 39:33
107. Bill Payne 39:39
108. Lewis Bradley 39:40
109. John Center 39:42
110. Don Bessey 39:43
111. Joe Cesta 39:45
112. Ron Paquette 39:46
113. Roger Berle 39:47
114. Joe Batal 39:48
115. Carl Bowen 40:01
116. Russell Stanton 40:09
117. Thomas Gadbois 40:10
118. Gerald Wiles 40:14
119. Carl Leblanc 40:18
120. Paul Beaulieu 40:19
121. Scot Martel 40:20
122. Anita Tescher 40:21*
123. Cyril Eddy 40:23
124. David Young 40:24
125. Richard Marino 40:25
126. Carol Weeks 40:25*
127. Sumner Weeks 40:29
128. Roger Borduas 40:30
129. Mike Frisella 40:31
130. David Mosley 40:32
131. Rick Mannette 40:33
132. Ron Cedrone 40:36
133. Perley Hodgkin 40:37
134. Debbie Tatro 40:38*
135. Sandra Sprague 40:42*
136. David Levesque 40:57
137. James Cox, Jr. 41:01
138. Peter Holloway 41:07
139. John Schwerdel 41:08
140. Gilbert Cote 41:09
141. Jim Angwin 41:19
142. Paul Bourget 41:26
143. Wally McDonald 41:30
144. Steve Broydrick 41:33
145. Sandy Anderson 41:37*
146. Jim Bishop 41:38
147. Dick Campbell 41:40
148. Wes Stanhope 41:43
149. Leon Hadiaris 41:45
150. Al Dingley 41:47
151. John Jurkowski 41:48
152. Henry Wolstat 41:51
153. Ronald McCall 42:00
154. Gail Kinney 42:06*
155. Patrick Roy 42:08
156. Richard Jewell 42:09
157. Tom Conley 42:14
158. Arthur Sloan 42:17
159. John Murchie 42:18
160. Ron Morris 42:26
161. Herb Strom 42:36
162. Tim Flanagan 42:37
163. Robert Morrison 42:38
164. Tom Harmon 42:41
165. Joe Alisio 42:43
166. Chuck Lamb 42:44
167. Rich Cole 42:49
168. Clay Rumph 42:50
169. Jeff Nixon 42:55
170. Christopher Newell 42:57
171. Robert Mohlin 43:04
172. Donald McGilverv 43:06
173. Alison Keuren 43:07
174. Brian Hall 43:08
175. Maurice Cloutier 43:10
176. Bill Dunn 43:14
177. Frank Brawn 43:15
178. William Sullivan 43:16
179. Gary Salamone 43:21
180. Daniel Coors 43:23
181. Doug Baird 43:24
182. Dale Rines 43:25
183. Edwin McArthur 43:26
184. Lee Descoteaux 43:27
185. Dave Gugan 43:28
186. Michael Riley 43:29
187. Stephen Dowd 43:30
188. David Ginocchip 43:31
189. Alvin Bugbe 43:32
190. Doug Pierson 43:33
191. Robert Green 43:34
192. Lee Ann Flanagan 43:35
193. Daniel Roberge 43:49
194. Michael Vincent 43:58
195. Howard MacMillan 44:01
196. Beth Burris 44:02*
197. Hans Wendel 44:03
198. David Ray 44:11
199. Judith Bjorn 44:12*
200. Chuck McCall 44:16
201. Bruce Wood 44:17
202. Gerald Monroe 44:19
203. Bill Elgee 44:20
204. Jerry Saint Amand 44:21
205. Louis Kleiman 44:28
206. Maureen Sprowl 44:40*
207. Matt Hyde 44:43
208. Randy Smith 44:48
209. David Blouin 44:50
210. Donald Poisson 44:51
211. Warren Wilson 44:52
212. Jerie Bugbe 44:56*
213. Kevin Felice 44:58
214. Ralph Baxter 45:00
215. Robert Auger 45:04
216. Jean Smith 45:09
217. Paul D'Amboise 45:11
218. Natalie Buzzell 45:18*
219. Dan Force 45:29
220. Russ Bradley 45:37
221. Stanley Harmon 45:46
222. Susan Stone 45:52*
223. Don Penta 45:56
224. June Bart 45:58*
225. Henry Woodworth 46:03
226. Ron Haskell 46:05
227. Michael McDonald 46:08
228. Russell Martin 46:12
229. James Legere 46:21
230. Walter Smith 46:26
231. Dennis DaRos 46:28
232. Carole Cifrino 46:31*
233. Nathan Morris 46:34
234. Richard Cepore 46:36
235. Jerri Bushey 46:38*
236. Diana Avery 46:42*
237. Ellen Spring 46:46*
238. Elana Clark 46:47*
239. Alfred Ivey 46:55
240. Joy Eon 46:56*
241. Aims Coney 46:57
242. Phil Upton 46:58
243. John Ouillette 47:06
244. Lucy Fortin 47:17*
245. Jim Anderson 47:20
246. Charlie Garland 47:22
247. William Beaton 47:26
248. Andrew Haslam 47:27
249. Don Osborne 47:32
250. Ronald Lagueux 47:38
251. Don Lucas 47:39
252. Leona Clapper 47:50*
253. Bonnie Cote 47:52*
254. Don Croteau 47:57
255. Robert Peters 48:03
256. Bill Davenny 48:04
257. James Pledger 48:08
258.
259. Barbara Logue 48:12*
260. Steve Whelan 48:14
261. Carl Kelso 48:22
262. Everett Davis 48:26
263. Sheila Colby 48:30*
264. Majorie Force 48:34*
265. Patricia Rulman 48:36*
266. Cindy Ward 48:37*
267. David Nicholas 48:38
268. Sandra White 48:39*
269. Don Atkinson 48:42
270. Robert Tanner 48:43
271. Elizabeth Moulin 48:44*
272. Lillian Davis 48:48*
273. John Smith 48:50
274. Roland Eon 48:53
275. Ed Geissler 48:56
276. Mimi Barber 49:00
277. Carl Gurtman 49:04
278. Charles Clapper 49:06
279. Dick Doolittle 49:07
280. Victoria Travisano 49:20*
281. Norman Nunan 49:21
282. Kim Cocco 49:22*
283. Clifford Allen 49:23
284. Stoddard Chaplin 49:32
285. Andy Laverriere 49:35
286. Gerald Burleigh 49:46
287. Jerzy Harkavy 49:47
288. David Currier 49:50
289. Raymond Arsenault 50:00
290. Linda Dion 50:07
291. Jean Thomas 50:15
292. Widgery Thomas 50:24
293. Stephen Hyde 50:29
294. Judith Davis 50:33*
295. Barbara Hall 50:35*
296. Barbara Dias 50:44*
297. Norman Nunan 51:01
298. David Marston 51:10
299. Alan Fink 51:21
300. Jack Milton 51:23
301. Leo Cote 51:27
302. James Norton 51:28
303. Alden Hudson 51:29
304. Sandra Utterstrom 51:37*
305. Edmond Inigo 51:45
306. Tom Norton 51:46
307. Edward Sogge 51:47
308. Gary Peck 51:48
309. Jennifer Oddleifson 51:56*
310. Harry Giddings 51:58
311. Kenneth Bush 52:02
312. James McGovern 52:2?
313. Richard Fagone 52:59
314. Raymond Bergeron 53:00
315. Kim Schroeter 53:04*
316. Judith Petty 53:08*
317. Margaret Soule 53:09*
318. Rebecca Harkavy 53:16*
319. Anna Cole 53:22*
320. Bob Delaney 53:34
321.
322. Sharon Beaudoin 53:41*
323. Andrew Sharpe 53:44
324. Giselle Birmingham 53:45*
325. Susan Wyka 53:46*
326. Jean Fletcher 53:54*
327. James Elliott 54:30
328. Albert Utterstrom 54:48
329. Margaret Gutherie 55:00*
330. Patricia Monroe 55:13*
331. Arthur Green 55:33
332.. Joyce Beckley 55:56*
333.. Joe Eragitano 56:13
334.. Ron Robichaud 56:18
335.. Susan Davenny 56:21*
336.. Nancy Upton 56:26*
337.. Robin Martin 56:47*
338.. Dee Nicely 56:54*
339.. Brenda Cushman 56:55*
340.. Kay Pelletier 57:03*
341. Sheila Chaplin 57:10*
342. Diane McCarthy 57:40*
343. Lee Ann McGonagle 58:50*
344. Anne Garland 59:19*
345. Robert Davidson 59:24
346. Joan Giroux 59:28*
347. Marsha Jehn 59:30*
348. Judith Golding 59:40*
349. Nancy Ulrich 59:49*
350. Connor Moore 60:03
351. Carol Wooten 61:44*
352. Don Dougherty 62:04
353. Kandy Provencher 64:26*
354. Bradford Edwards 64:31
355. Gail York 70:07*
356. Maurice Huot 70:34
1.5 MILE FUN RUN
1. Bob Hartley 8:19
2. Steve Maloney 8:38
3. Wendy Delan 8:43*
4. Ed Kluge 9:25
5. Raymond Oliver 9:32
6. Clay Conley 9:33
7. Lori Sargent 9:34*
8. Andre LeBlond 9:41
9. Frank Brume 9:42
10. Jason Merriam 9:47
11. Erik Cote 10:04
12. Walter Smith 10:11
13. Erin Force 10:21
14. Chris Roy 10:22
15. Melinda Coors 10:29*
16. Janine Jurkowski 10:30*
17. Megan Valleau 10:31*
18. Maura Malia 10:37*
19. Trapper Standish 10:38
20. Mike Aberle 10:53
21. Hilary Clark 10:54*
22. Matt Aberle 11:02
23. Ben Brown 11:06
24. Theresa Toomey 11:07*
25. John Scott Brennan 11:10
26. Ben McDougal 11:16
27. Jonathan Clark 11:24
28. Charles Brogan 11:25
29. Sandra Toomey 11:26*
30. Chris Hall 11:30
31. Chris Cardillo 11:32
32. Jen Atkinson 11:33*
33. Shawn Desoteaux 11:38
34. Adam Chadbourne 11:40
35. Jamie Brawn 11:46
36. Richard Fagone 11:49
37. Kelly Towle 11:50*
38. Sandy Menes 11:51*
39. Brian Hanson 11:52
40. Amy Girard 11:58*
41. Bethany Doughty 12:01*
42. Pamela Toomey 12:02*
43. Jason LaFlamme 12:04
44. Seth Chadbourne 12:05
45. Melvin LeBlond 12:06
46. Brian Bell 12:07
47. Margaret Parenteau 12:13*
48. Laurel Galgano 12:14*
49. Raymond Bilodeau 12:17
50. Catisha McGovern 12:19*
51. Becky Cobb 12:25*
52. Steve Cobb 12:28
53. Jennifer Martin 12:29*
54. Erin Malia 12:36*
55. Lisa Bussiere 12:37
56. Anne Garriepy 12:41*
57. John Toomey 12:43
58. Meredith Clark 12:44*
59. Terry Clark 12:45
60. Aaron Cuthbertson 12:56
61. David Morris 12:57
62. Debbie Akerley 12:58*
63. Kandy Provencher 13:05*
64. Misty Cole 13:12*
65. Denise Woodhead 13:16*
66. Melanie Doughty 13:18*
67. Matthew Toomey 13:26
68. Lili Hall 13:30*
69. Marcel Doucette 13:49
70. Nathan Standish 13:50
71. Janice Riley 13:52*
72. Megan Noyes 13:55*
73. Jared Chaners 13:58
74. Norah Smith 13:59*
75. Jeanne Manthorne 14:01*
76. Jerald McGueener 14:05
77. Kristin Pfeifle 14:07*
78. Debbie Charles 14:12*
79. Jill Garland 14:14*
80. Robbie Cuthbertson 14:37
81. Gail Caiazzo 14:48*
82. Pamela Mohlin 14:50*
83. Anastazia Moran 14:51*
84. Jeff Mercier 14:52
85. Susan Schmitke 14:53*
86. Kimberly Doucette 14:54*
87. Stephanie Doucette 14:55*
88. Ginny Moody 15:05*
89. Janice Clark 15:06*
90. Jason Bowen 15:13
91. Hollee Howden 15:15*
92. Annabelle Carpenter 15:38*
93. Maureen LaFlamme 15:39*
94. Shane Perry 15:41
95. Vanessa Greene 15:42*
96. Jane Weisenberg 15:42*
97. Virginia Fleming 15:47*
98. Jason Binette 15:48
99. Eddie Jariz 15:48
100. Lori Ann Borduas 15:50*
101. Jesse Connolly 15:57*
102. Judy Bouthot 16:01*
103. Wendy Kelso 16:02*
104. Pam Sullivan 16:13*
105. Unknown 16:22
106. Kenneth Cardillo 16:23
107. Benjamin Smith 16:31
108. Marty Butler 16:37
109. Ben Merrill 16:54
no. Brooke Pfeifle 17:01*
111. Victoria Blow 17:02*
112. Mac Dow 17:03
113. Mitch Pfeifle 17:07
114. Frances Sacerdote 17:25
115. Michael LaFlamme 17:43
116. Michelle Fagone 18:00*
117. Susan Perry 18:01*
118. Adam Trussell 18:08
119. Todd Perry 18:10
120. Jamie Smith 18:17*
121. Sharon Plimpton 18:31*
122. Jill Plimpton 18:32*
123. Marky Morin 19:18
Results courtesy of the Marathon 
Sports Running Club
****** * ******* **
T.A.C. X-COUNTRY
Wales Oct 28th
Boys 8 and under (3K)
1. David Stokes 11:29
2. Andrew Worth 11:54
3. Owen Lisa 14:21
4. Robert Fisher 15:54
Girls 8 and under (3K)
1. Bridget Foley 12:26
2. Joyelle Decker 13:39
3. Mary Maloney 14:52
4. Sarah Lisa 15:32
5. Melanie McCoy 16:01
6. Kim Wogan 16:03
7. Jessie Cosgrove 17:16
Boys 9 & 10 (3K)
1. Josh Gagnon 10:42
2. Erik Worcester 10:44
3. Seth Thornton 11:04
4. Jeremy Graham 11:30
5. Liam McCoy 11:51
6. Chris Cowan 12:07
7. Brian Lemay 12:22
8. Matthew Porter 12:26
9. Neal Trottier 12:28
10. -Bill Stiles 12:32
11. Greg Popp 12:47
12. Justin Davis 12:48
13. Benjamin Graham 13:09
14. Todd Donoghue 13:44
15. Jay Stevens 13:45
16. Chris Long 14:44
17. Mike LaCosse 16:00
18. Chad Higgins 17:07
19. Robbie Roderick 17:14
Girls 9 & 10 (3K)
1. Jenny Reali 12:27
2. Tiffany Roberts 12:45
3. Jessica Tighe 12:49
4. Carrie Deraspe 13:10
5. Amy Fortin 13:17
6. Rachel Vachon 13:19
7. Jessica Fulmer 13:53
8. Krista Wogan 14:27
9. Michelle Adkins 14:40
10. Naomi Stevens 14:45
11. Carey Darling 14:46
12. Dusty Tardif 16:48
13. Angela Adams 17:16
14. Vicki Tardif 17:34
Boys 11 & 12
1. Scott Loomis 10:18
2. David Allen 10:33
3. Eric LaRue 10:51
4. Issac Hutchinson 11:10
5. Aaron Morrison 11:14
6. Tony St. Amand 11:26
7. Jeff Porch 11:29
8. Sean Berry 11:34
9. Jason Davis 11:36
10. Chris Goulet 11:47
11. Jay Ostis 11:49
12. Tim Keene 12:02
13. Mark Ardito 12:05
14. Kevin Walker 12:21
15. Leon Vachon 12:30
16. Ricky Bates 12:48
17. Peter Ladd 13:04
18. Matt Bunnell 13:51
19. Donald Marquis 19:46
Girls 11 & 12 (3K)
1. Amy Shnur 11:41
2. Nicki Stoddard 11:52
3. Linda Whittier 11:54
4. Jenny Popp 11:57
5. Heather Lane 12:40
6. Julie LaBrecque 13:17
7. Amy Wright 13:22
8. Heidi Haynes 13:36
9. Heidi Kern 14:44
10. Wendy Long 16:10
11. Linda Behr 19:53
12. Cathy Mecham 19:54
Boys 13&14 (4K)
1. Jason Burrill 13:59
2. Brian Poulin 14:20
3. Tim Berry 14:27
4. Jon Ives 14:28
5. Casey Carroll 14:39
6. Jason Gillespie 14:57
7. Todd Nicholas 15:12
8. Chris McKee 15:17
9. Mike Chase 15:28
10. * Tim Jolicoeur 15:30
11. Nathan Clukey 16:02
12. David Keene 16:27
13. Edward Cochrane 16:45
14. Scott Chase 16:46
15. Chris Stillings 16:54
16. Dana Dolham 16:56
17. Dennis Dulac 18:16
18. Sean Prince 19:16
19. Mike Newton 19:46
20. Dennis Bedard 22:49
Girls 13 & 14 (4K)
1. Erin Greenier 16:57
2. Bobbie Jo Dumas 17:10
3. Michelle Hannum 18:46
4. Michelle Grenier 20:46
5. Theresa Fortin 22:14
6. Tina Fortin 23:16
7. Dana Nadeau 24:12
8. Shannon Bunnell
Boys 15 & 16
1. Eric Lovejoy
2. David Banty
Results courtesy of Roland Trottier 
Race Director
******************
SANFORD-SPRINGVALE YMCA/DOWNEAST 
ROADRUNNERS "DOWNEAST 4-MILE CLASSIC" 
Sanford ?
1. Ken Houle 21:02
2. Mike St. Laurent 21:02
3. Tony Scarlotto 21:15
4. Lawson Noyes (M) 21:36
5. Keith Turner 21:41
6. Frank Brume (M) 22:02
7. Mike Turner 22:14
8. Bob Provost 22:26
9. Steve Harriman 22:28
10. Butch Whitehouse 22:32
11. Bobby Roberts (M) 23:08
12. Dick McKenney (M) 23:15
13. Roland LaFlamme 23:26
14. John Wentworth 23:27
15. Ed Doughty, Jr. 23:31
16. John Long 23:34
17. Robert Randall (M) 23:36
18. Albert Pulver 23:38
19. Charles Towle, Jr. (M) 23:58
20. Jim Legere 24:01
21. Tim Emerson 24:02
22. Joel Batal 24:18
23. Linda St. Laurent 24:31*
24. Marc Breton 24:35
25. Bob LaNigra (M) 24:41
26. Roger Clements 24:41
27. Roger Borduas 24:51
28. Don Mason 24:56
29. Daniel Rooney 24:59
30. Gilbert Cote 25:01
31. Lester Roaxinsky 25:05
32. Denis Tranchemontagne 25:12
33. Dan DeSena 25:23
34. Lee Anderson 25:46
35. Tom Conley 25:55
36. Garrett Clough 26:08
37. Tom Ciullo 26:12
38. John Muchie 26:14
39. Robby Provoncha 26:20
40. Chris Newell 22:25
41. Cheryl Pennell 26:33*
42. Ronald McCall (M) 26:38
43. William Sproul 26:48
44. John Jurkowski (M) 26:51
45. Chuck McCall 27:01
46. Bonnie Standish 27:02*
47. Kara Masters 27:07*
48. Lee Descoteaux 27:11
49. Bill Thompson (M) 27:21
50. Rex Nelson (S) 27:24
51. Lori Chapdelaine 27:27*
52. Kimberly Emerson 27:32*
53. Barney Morrill 27:33
54. Brian Hall 27:33
55. Scott Mathews 27:34
56. Bruce Grant 27:38
57. Yvonne Jurkowski (M) 27:56*
58. Betsy Barrett 28:05*
59. Alan Miner 28:11
60. Carlton Comstock (M) 28:16
61. Tim Smith 28:33
62. Natalie Buzzell (S) 28:39*
63. John Massaro (M) 28:43
64. Dave Anthony 29:00
65. Richard Lepore 29:20
66. Jon Mapes 29:26
67. Mike Beagen 29:27
68. Ronald Laguex 29:33
69. Jody Gretter 29:35*
70. James Puckett 29:37
71. Marcel Bouchard 29:37
72. Bill Lengley 29:41
73. Jack Curtis 29:43
74. Jennifer DeSena 29:45*
75. Joan Martin 29:47*
76. Sally Trussell 29:52*
77. Carl Kelso 29:58
78. Tom Horton 30:06
79. Bruce Gretter 30:08
80. Paul Burke 30:11
81. John Steinbeiss 30:19
82. Vicki Steinbeiss 30:20*
83. Pam Thompson 30:21*
84. Chris Denton 30:27
85. Lewis McDonald 30:30
86. Paula Lepore 30:31*
87. Patrick O'Toole 30:33
88. Andy Adams 30:33
89. Bernadette Sylvain 30:34*
90. Maria Reali 30:37*
91. Clay Conley 30:42
92. Anna Cole 30:47*
93. Ray Arsenault (S) 30:59
94. Karen Wood 31:12*
95. Ray Beals, Jr. 31:37
96. Joan Lavin 31:49
97. Everett Davis (M) 31:51
98. Marshall Bernier, Jr. (M)32:03
99. Christie L’Heureux 32:06*
100. Ed Leveille (M) 32:13
101. Lisa Stepnick 32:16*
102. Lisa Breualt 32:33*
103. Judith Davis (M) 32:37*
104. Chris Hall 33:11*
105. Alice Ferran 33:16*
106. Maggie Guthrie 33:19*
107. Don Boisvert 33:58
108. Jon Eagleson (M) 34:02
109. Janine Jurkowski 34:13*
110. Michelle Guerrette 34:15*
111. Judy Turner (M) 34:18*
112. Pauline Holloway 34:21*
113. Linda Burt 34:25*
114. Linda Provost 34:27*
115. Thomas Dobens 34:31
116. Jill Litchfield 34:39*
117. Darrell Williams (M) 34:45
118. W.E. Lazette, Jr. (S) 34:53
119. Bonnie Hatin 35:13*
120. Mary Ann Theriault (S) 35:19*
121. Cathy Herson 35:48*
122. Karen Foster-Jorgensen 35:49*
123. Peter Gagnon (M) 35:49
124. Carol Emerson 36:09*
125. Judy LeBrun 36:13*
126. Isabel Margoles 36:17*
127. Ben Margoles 36:18
128. Roy Welch 36:36
129. Judith Golding 36:38*
130. Don Dougharty (S) 36:45
131. Kathy Farrar 37:12*
132. Philip Bergeron 37:36
133. Elaine Theriault 37:41*
134. Donna White 38:48*
135. Kandy-Leigh Provencher 39:22*
136. Jill Dias 39:43*
137. Stephanie Wood 39:59*
138. Lili Hall 40:29*
139. Nancy Gordon 40:57*
140. Yvette Bergeron 41:57*
141. Arthur Nobert (S) 42:55
142. Hoilee Howden 43:14*
143. Ann Houser 43:15*
144. Mary Kay Sousa 43:58*
145. John Langham 45:13
146. Lou Martin (S) 45:30
147. Annabel Carpenter (S) 45:43*
148. Holly Stickney 48:26*
149. Nancy Jagnon 48:27*
150. Margaret Ventresca 58:58*
151. Joan Leaman 58:58*
Results courtesy of the Sanford- 
Springvale YMCA
******************
T.A.C. X-COUNTRY
Mackworth Island Nov 4th
8 and Under 3K for Girls
1. Bridget Foley 13:56
2. Kim Wogan 14:50
3. Abby Erikson 14:56
4. Joycelle Decker 14:56
5. Mary Maloney 15:18
6. Sarah Lisa 15:46
7. Melanie McKay 15:46
8. Chris Huber 16:28
9. Jessie Cosgrove 19:46
9-10 3K for Girls
1. Kristen Janlowiak 13:19
2. Jenny Reali 13:34
3. Tiffany Roberts 13:37
4. Carrie Derapse 14:23
5. Jessica Fulner 14:24
6. Krista Wogan 14:29
7. Rachel Vachon 14:39
8. Michelle Adkins 14:54
9. Karen Jolicoeur 15:37
10. Carey Darling 15:47
11. Naomie Stenens 16:07
12. Angela Adams 16:27
13. Vicki Tardiff 16:34
14. Kristen Boone 18:53
15. Cathy Poulin 19:05
11-12 3K for Girls
1. Katie Towle 11:51
2. Joy Rowland 12:20
3. Melissa Hyland 12:28
4. Linda Whittier 12:50
5. J. Popp 12:51
6. Amy Shner 12:59
7. Rachel Silke 13:08
8. Nicki Stoddard 13:09
9. Nicole Fraser 13:53
10. Vanessa Gordon 13:54
11. Heidi Haynes 13:55
12. Julie LeBrecque 14:15
13. Vanesa Reachartenger 14:18
14. Jenny Hayden 14:29
15. Karen Conley 14:32
16. Sandra Roberts 14:34
17. Sue Rumery 14:44
18. Jill Landry 15:02
19. Kelly O’Reilly 15:02
20. Heidi Kern 15:29
21. Wendy Long 15:47
22. Beth Labrie 15:53
13-14 4K for Girls
1. Jill Decker 15:50
2. Lenora Felker 16:04
3. Katrina Colucci 17:27
4. Ellen Champlin 18:05
5. E. Barltolomeur 19:09
6. Kendra Millis 19:50
7. Dara Nadeau 22:26
15-16 5K for Girls
1. Beth Harrod 22:02
8 & under 3K for Boys
1. David Stokes 12:40
2. Andrew Worth 13:29
3. Owen Lisa 15:18
4. Aaron Henry 15:27
5. Robert Fisher 15:42
6. Colin Pears 18:05
7. Brian Nims 19:05
9-10 3K for Boys
1. Josh Gagnon 11:31
2. Erik Worcester 11:40
3. Matt Deschains 11:48
4. Seth Thornton 11:51
5. Deron Weatherbie 12:05
6. Jeremy Graham 12:10
7. S. Colveei 12:37
8. David White 12:46
9. Leon McKoy 12:56
10. Chris Joslin 13:00
11. Chris Muller 13:02
12. Bill Stelos 13:03
13. Brian Lemay 13:06
14. Matt Porter 13:20
15. Justin Davis 13:32
16. Neal Trottier 13:33
17. Nathan Frederick 13:58
18. Todd Donohue 14:04
19. Ben Graham 14:14
20. Jay Stenens 14:17
21. Chris Long 15:01
22. Brian Bedard 15:19
23. Amy Crockett 16:18
24. Mike LaCasse 16:19
25. Chad Higgens 16:51
26. Robbie Roderick 20:13
11->12 3K for Boys
1. Scott Loomis 11:07
2. Ryan MacDonald 11:24
3. Eric LaRue 11:34
4. Sean Berry 11:44
5. Aaron Morrison 11:50
6. David Stakel 12:24
7. Chris Goulet 12:28
8. Jason Davis 12:30
9. Brian White 12:40
10. Jay Ostis 12:48
11. Nathan Plummer 13:07
12. Jeff Porch 13:10
13. David Trask 13:17
14. George Worth 13:19
15. Peter Ladd 13:31
16. Leon Vachon 13:39
17. Ricky Bates 13:44
18. Robert O'Toole 14:06
19. Dan Erikson 14:09
20. Wesley Nims 14:22
21. Jacob Sweetser 15:02
22. Charles Gould 18:07
31. Geof Hill 37 55:55 56. Bob Peacock 38 58:56
32. Gary Weber 38 56:00 57. Bruce Ingersoll 21 59:04
33. Tom Thibeau 26 56:15 58. Jeff Brown 34 59:05
34. John McIntyre 17 56:19 59. David Delois 36 59:08
35. James Leonard 18 56:22 60. Todd Olsen 16 59:16
36. Mike Simoneau 37 56:25 61. Glenn Watts 40 59:19
37. Dave Heintzelman 22 56:35 62. John Lunt 25 59:22
38. Bob Payne 46 56:41 63. Ron Lebel 35 59:40
39. Mike Lally 29 56:55 64. David Freeman 36 59:52
40. Lou Morin 30 56:57 65. Jake Laferriere 36 59:54
41. Greg Hildreth 42 57:02 66. Dan White 38 59:56
42. Mike Hoye 20 57:04 67. J. Harmon 24 1:00:13
43. Peter Gluck 20 57:23 68. Marc D'Amour 29 1:00:16
44. Sam Smith 22 57:46 69. Jim Hoffmeister 39 1:00:25
45. Don Harden 34 57:49 70. Tom Murray 16 1:00:40
46. Roland Runnar 35 57:51 71. Joe Regali 30 1:00:54
47. John Edwards 31 57:53 72. Mark Seamans 27 1:00:58
48. Gerry Mirabile 24 57:59 73. Erik Anderson 18 1:01:01
49. Bernard Boisvert 23 58:13 74. Mike Berrier 24 1:01:32
50. Bob Poirier 29 58:17 75. Brent Mace 24 1:01:38
51. Jeff Arsenault 27 58:27 76. Martin Schiff 45 1:01:49
52. Jorge Leon 33 58:32 77. Ronald Gervais 30 1:01:51
53. Fred Ward, Jr. 28 58:40 78. Greg McLaughlin 19 1:01:58
54. Vern Demmons 38 58:49 79. Warren "Red" Dean 48 1:02:00
55. Joe Meehan 38 58:54 80. Greg Parlin 31 1:02:00
13-14 4K for Boys
1. Todd Vincent 14:14
2. Jason Burrill 14:20
3. Chad Gagnon 14:20
4. Tim Berry 14:44
5. Casey Carroll 14:57
6. Will Sweetser 15:05
7. Jon Ives 15:06
8. Jason Gillespie 15:38
9. Todd Nichols 15:50
10. Tim Jolicouer 15:51
11. Nathan Clukey 16:03
12. Scott Rolfe 16:22
13. Chris Smith 16:42
14. Ed Cochrane 17:00
15. Dana Dolham 17:21
16. Chris Skilling 18:04
17. Dennis Dulac 19:22
18. Mike Newton 20:15
19. Phil Lambert 20:29
Save Your Numbers!
15-16 5K for Boys
1. David Bantley 19:40
2. Bill Thornton 20:32
3. Roger Knight 21:48
Results courtesy of George Towle 
Race Director
*******************
LOST VALLEY 15K ROAD RACE
Auburn Nov 4th
1. Bob Winn 25 46:37
2. Andy Palmer 30 48:54
3. Kim Wettlaufer 27 49:13
4. Peter Lessard 22 49:44
5. Bruce Bridgham 24 49:48
6. Rock E. Green 30 50:35
7. Eric McNett 29 51:34
8. John Keller 27 51:51
9. Erich Reed 16 51:58
10. Jeff Meserve 26 51:59
11. Greg Nelson 36 52:08
12. Lawson Noyes 42 52:26
13. Ralph Fletcher 34 52:57
14. Gino Valeriani 31 53:08
15. Daniel MacDonald 21 53:17
16. Joel Croteau 40 53:37
17. John James 32 53:39
18. Rick Lane 37 53:51
19. Rolf Westphal 20 53:55
20. Allen Pierce 22 54:06
21. Bill Hine 34 54:27
22. Kevin McDonald 34 54:55
23. Keith Turner 24 54:59
24. Barry Fifield 27 55:03
25. John Frankenfield 16 55:06
26. Brian Ladner 26 55:19
27. Gene Roy 38 55:30
28. Doug Ludewig 45 55:36
29. Joe Bennett 37 55:49
30. John Kelsey 40 55:52
RaCUXtJ* * Footnotes
Introducing a unique gift for the runner — Racing* 
*Footnotes. This handsome addition to the runner’s library 
becomes a visual diary of running achievements: A beautiful, Hi-
Tech book, perfect for the coffee table or bookcase.
The pages of Racing* * Footnotes display runner’s bib 
numbers, photos or medals and a Racing* *Footnotes data 
card (provided) to enter statistics for each race. Keep it handy for 
analysis of past races, winning strategy, or just to show! Order your 
first book now.
Enclose your check for $17M + $2°° shipping and 
handling for each Racing Footnotes Ordered. 
Enclose your check for $8M (shipping included) for 
additional sets of 13 pages and 14 runner’s data cards.
Name
Address
City
State Zip
□ Check here for information on Racing* * Footnotes 
complete Runner’s System — (Book-Calendar & Log)
Make Checks Payable to:
Po-Wer Feat, P.O. Box 83429, Los Angeles, CA 90083
SAY YOU SAW IT IN “MAINE RUNNING”
Racing* ‘Footnotes Copyright Mar. 1, 1984 Posadas/Werman® ™
81. Brian Kelly 26 1:02:00 131. Rick Rosengren 24 1:07:38 181. Bernadette Sylvain 37 1:17:07*
82. Judy Ketcham 28 1:02:00* 132. Raphael DePrez 44 1:07:45 182. Lisa Sgamboti 20 1:17:54*
83. Joe Cesta 32 1:02:17 133. Brian LaSalle 33 1:07:54 183. Danny Lake 26 1:18:09
84. Peter Quinn 35 1:02:20 134. Dan Blouin 31 1:08:04 184. Joan Lavin 36 1:18:12*
85. A1 Dingley 51 1:02:25 135. Michael Deschenes 26 1:08:05 185. William Tozier 57 1:18:15
86. Tom Gadbois 29 1:02:27 136. John Murchie 34 1:08:10 186. Susan Crane 42 1:19:47*
87. Nancy Laferriere 33 1:02:31* 137. Kathleen Jenkins 24 1:08:13* 187. Harry Simones 36 1:20:12
88. Charles Towle, Jr. 42 1:02:42 138. Daniel Coons, Jr. 30 1:08:28 188. Jim Wellehan, Sr. 42 1:20:14
89. Ed Doughty, Jr. 35 1:02:49 139. Paul McFarland 40 1:08:31 189. Maggie Guthrie 34 1:20:47*
90. John Cordis 34 1:02:53 140. Rod Nadeau 19 1:08:34 190. Eugene Ledue 27 1:21:04
91. James Cox, Jr. 28 1:02:55 141. Bruce Wood 38 1:08:37 191. Georgianna Hogerty 29 1:21:44
92. Fred Beck 51 1:02:58 142. Steve Dowd 38 1:08:41 192. Don Atkinson 37 1:21:52
93. Mark Danyla 31 1:02:59 143. Tim Holland 39 1:08:49 193. Claire Radcliffe 42 1:22:08*
94. Mark Levine 36 1:03:05 144. Jim Goss 17 1:08:54 194. Jean Fletcher 39 1:22:15*
95. Wyatt Anderson 26 1:03:09 145. Dave Gugan 48 1:09:13 195. Connie Venskus 37 1:22:24*
96. Cheryl Pennell 20 1:03:12 146. Roger Dunbar 44 1:09:24 196. Kathy Greenleaf 42 1:22:24*
97. Bruce Campbell 30 1:03:19 147. Daniel Works 24 1:09:34 197. Patti Christie 41 1:22:25*
98. Eric Smith 26 1:03:30 148. Mike Renaud 27 1:09:44 198. John Larrabee 20 1:23:22
99. Bill Sayres 53 1:03:32 149. Paul D'Amboise 54 1:10:02 199. Mike McLellan 39 1:23:25
100. Joe Blanchette 38 1:03:34 150. Tom Hart 32 1:10:02 200. Jane Roundy 30 1:23:29*
101. Cyril Eddy 32 1:03:38 151. 201. Lynda Provost 34 1:25:59*
102. Mike Pulzifer 31 1:04:14 152. Don Cannan 37 1:10:21 202. Jill Litchfield 29 1:26:15*
103. Dave Quinn 35 1:04:18 153. Regis Beaulieu 34 1:10:21 203. Jennifer Cohen 38 1:26:17*
104. William Butler 33 1:04:20 154. Mike Spugnardi 17 1:10:35 204. Judith Golding 32 1:36:00
105. Gaetan Fontaine 29 1:04:26 155. Doug Smith 35 1:10:37
106. Mark Ramsey 25 1:04:41 156. Carole Cifrino 29 1:10:44 Results courtesy of John Titus
107. Mark McPheters 23 1:04:41 157. Butch Webster 35 1:10:48 Race Director
108. Peter West 20 1:04:45 158. Walter Smith 42 1:10:53
109. James Hogerty 29 1:04:48 159. Jerry Saint Amand 41 1:10:56
110. William Sproul 26 1:04:52 160. Maureen Sproul 28 1:11:03*
111. Daniel Nadeau 23 1:04:53 161. Allan Toubman 37 1:11:06
112. Jude Cyr 34 1:04:58 162. Raymond Butler 32 1:11:16
113. Douglas Hodgkin 45 1:05:17 163. Andrew Haslam 26 1:11:19
114. Karen Herold 30 1:05:39* 164. David Young 32 1:11:23
115. Paul Bourget 26 1:05:48 165. Bill Johnson 37 1:11:24
116. Raymond Bryant 48 1:05:49 166. Thomas Ledue 21 1:12:40
117. Faye. Gagnon 39 1:05:57 167. Patty Jacobs 35 1:12:48*
118. Carl Greeley 15 1:06:02 168. Rene Goupil 37 1:12:52
119. Jim Wellehan, Jr. 15 1:06:02 169. Ronald Richardson 23 1:13:04
120. Carroll Smith 33 1:06:04 170. Wendy Sayres 50 1:13:07*
121. Terry Rowbotham 30 1:06:16 171. Don Penta 38 1:13:37
122. David Breault 40 1:06:27 172. Richard Derrah 40 1:13:53
123. Martin Desmarais 41 1:06:40 173. Christopher Kiger 34 1:13:54
124. Brian Hall 37 1:06:41 174. Dennis DaRos 41 1:13:57
125. Carolyn Court 30 1:07:02* 175. Wes Stanhope 25 1:14:20
126. Tom Poirier 34 1:07:07 176. Marcel Bouchard 32 1:14:37
127. Chris Wales 42 1:07:15 177. Laura Lavoie 16 1:14:59*
128. Donald Foudriat 32 1:07:17 178. Gary Fecteau 26 1:15:56
129. Mark Isaacson 30 l;07:28 179. Ray Picard 38 1:16:04
130. Malcolm Leonard, Jr. 22 1:07:31 180. Rick O'Brien 38 1:16:51
/
TROPHIES 8. 
AWARDS
♦Prompt. service 
♦Engraving 
♦Trophies 
♦Plaques
Economy Trophy 
Bob Hagopian 
109 Main Sc. 
Madison, Me.
04950
696-5548
******************
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE 8K & 1M
Manchester Nov 4
1. Gerry Clapper 24:34
2. Floyd Wilson 26:32
3. Robert Wransky 28:28
4. Jeff Hachey 28:50
5. Dean Rasmussen 29:40
6. Brian Poulin 30:02
7. Jeff Ames 30:14
8. Bill Pinkham 42 30:16
9. Todd Guite 30:35
10. Tom Fortier 30:37
11. Bruce Williams 31:08
12. David McIntire 31:14
13. Linda Larue Kenniston 31:15*
14. Larry Fortin 31:20
15. Paul Cole 31:35
16. Jeffery Preble 32:00
17. Mike Clapper 32:17
18. Diane Wood 32:20*
19. James Belmont 32:21
20. Peter Tozier 32:21
21. John Schwerdel 32:23
22. Denise Whelton 32:31*
23. Dick Cummings 47 33:02
24. Eric Lovejoy 33:13
25. Dick Spellman 33:33
26. Rex Nelson 53 33:39
27. Paul Dali 43 33:40
28. Martin Weiss 34:02
29. Philip Pierce 43 34:08
30. Blayne Frost 34:10
31. Warren Newton 34:30
32. Don Williams 34:33
33. Vernard Lewis 55 34:38
34. Paul Daivte 34:39
35. Clough Toppan 34:49
36. Poppy Thacher 35:03*
37. Ethan Keys 35:48
38. Ken Armstrong 41 36:06
39. George Ames 42 36:20
40. Ron Lindholm 42 36:44
41. Kale Boland 37:02*
42. Jamie Morrill 37:07
43. Bill Akins 37:27
44. Kevin Redmond 37:39
45. David Stockford 42 37:58
46. Ellen Spring 38:05*
47. Craig Phillips 38:45
48. Margaret Williams 38:50*
49. Dan Williams 38:50.1
50. Don Osborne 63 38:59
51. Denise Imbruno 39:04*
52. Leona Clapper 54 39:19*
53. Charles Clapper 55 41:00
54. Patty Callens 41:41*
55. Jackie Pelletier 46:39*
56. Carol Nichols 46:47*
57. Dick Merrill 54 50:45
58. Roger Teachout 62 50:45.1
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE 1 MILE FUN RUN
Manchester Nov 4th
1. Robert Wranosky 4:46
2. David McIntire 5:10
3. Daren Hachey 5:48
4. Larry Wilson 5:51
5. Tim Wilson 5:59
6. Joanna Dali 6:23*
7. Richard Mercier 46 6:24
8. Caskie Lewis 6:26*
9. Jamie Wilson 6:27
10. Denise Imbruno 6:30*
11. Chad Alley 6:41
12. Thomas Chase 6:46
13. Eric Atkinson 6:50
14. Thad Mercier 6:51
15. Allison Dali 6:54*
16. Renee Harwood 7:07*
17. Jason Twitchell 7:17
18. Chuck Atkinson 48 7:22
19. Amy Fortin 7:27*
20. Sarah Morrill 7:38*
21. Theresa Fortin 7:43*
22. Kathleen Brann 7:47*
23. Sharon Royal 42 7:54*
24. Mary Saunders 7:58*
25. Christine Parker 43 8:07*
26. Suzanne Pratt 10:52*
27. Jack Von Deck 51 11:00
28. Penny Lucas 11:53*
* * *********** *****
UMO WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY AT U.N.H.
Durham Oct 5th
1. Kathy Brandell UNH 17:06
2. Ann England UMO 17:40
3. Leslie Walls UMO 17:51
4. D. St. Pierre UNH 18:01
5. T. Wilson UNH 18:07
6. Rose Prest UMO 18:09
7. S. Perkins UNH 18:19
8. Beth Heslam UMO 18:38
9. Theresa Lewis UMO 18:39
10. Helen Dawe UMO 18:40
11. Diane Wood UMO 18:48
12. Brenda Mahnken UMO 18:56
13. L. Klein UNH 18:58
14. S. Eddman UNH 18:59
15. Kerri Darcey UMO 19:00
16. Grace Smith UMO 19:18
17. T. Teevens UNH 19:24
18. Heidi Flewelling UMO 19:27
19. Tammy Perkins UMO 19:28
20. Jennifer NayIon UMO 19:40
21. P. Bailey UNH 20:48
UMO 28 UNH 29
UMO MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY AT U.N.H.
Durham Oct 5th
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
Dan Dearing
M. Kerins 
H. Hardy 
B. Rhodes 
J. Lewin 
D. Bell
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
Colby
Mike Farnsworth UMO 
T. Mortimer UNH 
Bob Cuddy UMO
27:19
27:23
27:24
27:25
27:30
27:35
27:36
27:41
28:02
WOMEN'S COLLEGIATE X-COUNTRY STATE MEET 
Bowdoin 3 mile Oct 19th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Doyle iColby 28:07 6
Lanz Colby 28:20 7
Connelly UNH 28:23 8
Laprise UNH 29:01 9
LaPoint UNH 30:23 10
Tautkis UNH 30:39 11
Morgan UNH 30:44 12
13.
29 UMO 34 UNH 58 14.
15.
i courtesy of Glendon Rand 16,
*****
4TH ANNUAL 
Waterville
'POLICE PURSUIT ROADRACE" 
4.2 Miles Oct 8th
1. Rusty Taylor 21:57
2. Lynn Presby (N.H.) 22:10
3. Doug Ludewig 22:45
4. Joe Regali 23:54
5. Bill Pinkham 23:56
6. Richard Morrison 24:03
7. David Freeman 24:04
8. Tim Reid 25:29
9. Terry Cousins 25:49
10. Jeff Trafton 26:20
11. Bob Andreasen 26:31
12. Lynda Morrissette (N.H.) 26:43
13. Buddy Cousins 26:48
14. Todd Savage 26:57
15. Jeff Haas (Mass) 27:03
16. Kelly Barbee 27:18
17. Peter Stewart 27:23
18. Rick LeClair 27:24
19. Patrick Fleming 27:33
20. Scott Nichols 27:42
21. Ivan Boudreau 27:42
22. Michael Scott 28:01
23. Scott Erickson «. 28:10
24. Kevin Donovan (Mass) 28:15
25. Paul Irgang 25:17
26. Steven Reece 28:39
27. Peter Caron 28:39
28. Gerard Madden 28:46
29. Bradley Magoon 28:57
30. Trevor Snow 29:02
31. Rene Goupil 29:06
32. Edward Bonney 29:12
33. Harold Savage 29:24
34. Richard Maguire 29:31
35. Martin McCrea 29:32
36. Bret Smith 29:55
37. Gary Snow 29:57
38. James Banks, Jr. 30:02
39. Frank Holcomb 30:09
40. Carroll Farmer 30:36
17.
18.
19.
20. 
21. 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
Leslie Walls UMO 
Ann England UMO 
Rose Prest UMO 
Theresa Lewis UMO
J. Guild Colby
S. Flynn Bates 
Helen Dawe UMO 
Grace Smith UMO
Kathy Tracy UMO
Beth Heslam UMO
Heidi Flewelling UMO
K. Bennett USM
Brenda Mahnken UMO 
Kerri Darcey UMO 
Tammy Perkins UMO 
Diane Wood UMO
K. Kraemer Bates
M. Small Bowdoin 
S. Redfield Colby
L. Boyd Colby 
P. Oest Bates
G. Ehret Bates 
L. Roberts Colby
H. Bennett USM
C. Mainville Bowdoin 
Jennifer NayIon UMO
I. Ekstrom Colby 
G. Miller Colby 
K. Giblin Colby 
C. Brown Bowdoin
J. McWhan Bates
D. Angney 
J. Wilson
Colby
Colby
M. Besnahan Bowdoin
J. Mosse Bowdoin
K. Lia Bates 
F. Gray USM 
D. Jepson USM
L. Anderson Colby
R. Graham Colby
J. Smalley Bates
K. Anderson Bates
S. Ramsdell USM
17:33
17:34
17:44
18:03
18:04
18:11
18:18
18:29
18:31
18:39
18:44
18:45
18:46
18:55
18:58
19:02
19:06
19:19
19:29
19:33
19:41
19:46
19:50
19:54
20:13
20:16
20:29
20:36
20:36
20:46
20:47
20:52
21:01
21:06
21:07
21:09
21:11
21:19
21:27
21:30
21:31
21:32
21:56
1. Tom Pickering Colby 25:21 41. David Giampetruzzi 30:45
2. Art Feeley Colby 25:23 42. Edward Geissler 31:07
3. Hans Hagen Colby 25:26 43. Thomas Arnold 31:14
4. Glendon Rand UMO 25:38 44. Guy Sevigny 31:15
5. Jon Rummler UMO 25:39 45. Brian Nadeau 31:35
6. Ken LeTourneau UMO 25:43 46. David Armstrong 31:53
7. Jeremy King UNH 25:44 47. Glenn Darby 31:57
8. M. Eliasberg UNH 25:44 48. Steven Giorgetti 31:58
9. Chuck Morris UMO 25:50 49. D. Dane Tripp 32:00
10. Brian Warren UMO 25:54 50. Shane Heath 32:04
11. Billy Jenkins Colby 26:05 51. Mike Mitchell 32:23
12. Kevin Farley Colby 26:06 52. Vicki Gardner 32:43*
13. Dan Bustard UNH 26:10 53. Doug White 32:46
14. John Neff UNH 26:11 54. Bradford Smith 33:12
15. Phil Thornton Colby 26:15 55. Bill Jones 33:20
16. J. MacKenzie UNH 26:31 56. R. Michael Bearce 33:38
17. B. Donahue Colby 26:38 57. Anthony Brown 33:50
18. S. Rhodes UNH 26:48 58. Ronald Gastia 34:43
19. Rich Goodenough UMO 26:50 59. William Trussell 34:43
20. Mike Leighton UMO 26:51 60. Patricia Brown 34:51
21. B. Derry Colby 26:52 61. Joanne Giorgetti 36:37*
22. K. Cuff UNH 26:55 62. Jeff Mahoney 36:37
23. Gary Dawson UMO 27:04 63. Gerald Mahoney 36:43
24. M. Misner Colby 27:06 64. Michael Collins 38:03
25. Dana Maxim UMO 27:08 65. James Banks, Sr. 38:18
26. J. Beale Colby 27:09 66. Dale Hanington 38:20
27. Matt Dunlap UMO 27:09 67. Joni Giorgetti (Mass) 39:50*
Maine's largest ski touring facility, 
with over 105 km. of double tracked 
loops. Trails that meander past some 
of the most beautiful mountain scenery 
imaginable, with terrain for all 
levels of ability.
Attractive solar heated lodge over-
looking Sugarloaf Mountain • Complete 
rental shop • Cafeteria • Waxing 
area • Trail information center with 
maps • P.S.I.A-E. instruction • Citi-
zens Races • Olympic sized skating 
rink with night lighting • 1 mile south 
of Sugarloaf/USA.
Carrabassett Valley Touring Center 
Carrabassett Valley, Maine 04947 
(207) 237-2205
44. E . Sheehan Bates 22:00
45. L. Zinner Bowdoin 22:01
46. L. Haney USM 22:18
47. G. Prigge Colby 22:53
48. E. Crowley Bowdoin 22:58
49. L. Schreck Colby 22:59
50. T. Dooley Colby 23:07
51. C. Ardito Colby 23:15
52. A. Dudley Bates 23:44
53. T. Nester Bowdoin 23:52
UMO 17
Colby 69
Bates 72
Bowdoin 111
USM 115
******************
STATE OF MAINE INVITATIONAL CROSS 
COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR MEN 
Brunswick 5.7 miles Oct 26th
1. James Goodberlet Bates 28:46
2. John Fitzgerald Bates 28:53
3. Kevin Farley Colby 28:54
4. Mark Hatch Bates 29:00
5. Art Feeley Colby 29:01
6. Stu Hogan St . Joe's 29:04
7. Rick Garcia St. Joe's 29:05
8. Mark Desjardins Bates 29:19
9. Glendon Rand UMO 29:35
10. Jeff Crocker St. Joe's 29:41
11. George Bochus St. Joe's 29:42
12. Tom Pickering Colby 29:44
13. Billy Jenkins Colby 29:46
14. John Cullen Bates 29:49
15. Roy Morris iUMO 29:54
16. Andy Kimball St. Joe's 29:55
17. Jon Rummler UMO 29:58
18. David Conrad Bates 30:00
19. Chip Bradish Bowdoin 30:06
20. Phil Thornton Colby 30:11
21. Brian Warren UMO 30:13
22. Brian White St. Joe's 30:17
23. Steve Dunlap UMO 30:33
24. Eric Schoening Bowdoin 30:35
25. Mike Simensky UMO 30:38
26. Hans Hahen Colby 30:40
27. Mike Misner Colby 30:45
28. Gary Dawson UMO 30:48
29. Brian Flanders St. Joe's30:52
30. Bill Donahue Colby 31:05
31. Joe Beale Colby 31:06
32. Ken Letourneau UMO 31:08
33. Rich Goodenough UMO 31:14
34. Jon Wescott Bowdoin 31:19
35. Nord Samuelson Bowdoin 31:22
36. Dana Maxim UMO 31:24
37. Daniel Dearing UMO 31:27
38. Anthony Zydlewski Bates 31:28
39. Mike Leighton UMO 31:30
40. Larry Sitcawich Bowdoin 31:40
41. David Bell Colby 31:45
42. Robert Cuddy UMO 31:45
43. Alex Hammer Bates 31:48
44. Pat Maguire St. Joe's 32:01
45. Rick Lanzi Colby 32:02
46. Steve Palmer Bowdoin 32:09
47. Jon Hallee St. Joe's 32:15
48. Doug Taylor Bates 32:25
49. Matthew Dunlap UMO 32:33
50. Todd Dresser Bowdoin 32:36
51. Gene Colley St. Joe's 32:42
52. David Burnham Bowdoin 32:44
53. Mike Paquin Colby 33:00
54. Brad Anderson Bowdoin 33:10
55. Paul Doyle Colby 33:24
56. Stew Palmer Bowdoin 33:31
57. Mike Farnsworth UMO 33:39
58. Paul Bucceri St. Joe's 33:58
59. Jim Anderson Bowdoin 34:08
60. David Kennedy Bates 34:14
61. Tim Devaney Bowdoin 34:41
62. Chris Cohoes Colby 34:42
63. Shawn Jeffrey St. Joe1's34:50
64. Bill McLean St. Joe's 34:51
65. Robert Bulter Bates 35:13
66. Tom Whalen Bates 35:22
67. Andy Kelly Bowdoin 35:40
Bates 29
St. Joseph's 50
Colby 53
UMO 85
Bowdoin 137
Results courtesy of Glendon Rand
UMO Team Captain
*******************
WOMEN'S NEW ENGLAND X-C CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Boston College 5K Oct 27th
J.V. Meet
1. Leslie Wrixon BC 19:40
2. Brenda Mahnken UMO 20:01
3. Steph Edelman UNH 20:03
4. Carolyn Conigliaro BC 20:04
5. Maureen O'Eprady HC 20:14
8. Tamara Perkins UMO 20:26
9. Heidi Flewelling UMO 20:28
10. Diane Wood UMO 20:30
12. Kerri Darcey UMO 20:33
30. Jennifer NayIon UMO 21:33
Team Scores
UMO 41
Holy Cross 62
Boston College 67
Providence College 141
Springfield 173
Varsity Results
1. Kathy Brandell UNH 17:38
2. Michelle Hallett BC 17:53
Yankee Sports and Running Center
34 MAIN ST. • FREEPORT
MAINE’S QUALITY RUNNING SHOP FOR THE ECONOMY MINDED RUNNER.
865-4003
| Sturdy graphite 
outside heel counter
[ and compression 
I molded EVA midsole 
I help you run more 
I naturally.
Graphite.
Few substances known to 
Science can match it for 
resiliency and strength. 
Graphite is used in today's 
high-tech tennis rackets. In 
high performance skis.
And now Brooks uses it 
in the unique outside heel 
counter of our new 
Graphlex training shoe.
The effect is indeed 
“revolutionary."
Never before has such a 
lightweight outside heel 
counter provided so much 
sturdy support. Such solid 
stability with so much true 
flexibility.
MOLDING IS GOOD FOR 
THE SOLE
Another revolutionary 
feature of the new Graphlex 
is an EVA midsole that is 
compression molded.
Molded EVA is not only 
lighter than conventionally 
treated EVA, it's also 
noticeably denser. So it 
dampens and disperses 
shock more evenly. And 
stays resilient for many 
more miles.
BOTTOM LINE
The new Graphlex's 
graphite outside heel 
counter and molded EVA 
midsole work in concert to 
control rear foot motion 
better and let you run more 
naturally.
Together they create a
stable platform so your feet 
can take off and land more 
comfortably. And safely.
The graphite counter 
revolution from Brooks. 
Extra support and 
flexibility, without the extra 
weight.
Look for the new Brooks 
Graphlex wherever better 
athletic footwear
^IBROOKS
High performance from the ground up.
3 . Marg McNaughton HC 17:59
4 . Julie LeClair HC 18:11
5,. Dorcas Denhartog Mid 18:12
6,. Ann Fallon BC 18:15
7, Mary Kennedy NE 18:18
8, Linda Reddy BU 18:20
9. Virginia Connors BC 18:21
10. Barbara Higgins BU 18:26
14. Leslie Walls UMO 18:38
24. Ann England UMO 18:52
46. Rose Prest UMO 19:21
52. Theresa Lewis UMO 19:29
56. Julie Fritz USCG 19:32
63. Kathy Tracy UMO 19:38
69. Jeanne Guild Colby 19:45
90. Kelly Bennett USM 20:10
94. Grace Smith UMO 20:14
116i. Helen Dawe UMO 20:40
Team Scores
Boston College 50
Holy Cross 113
Boston University 122
U. of New Hampshire 150
U. of Rhode Island 163
Springfield 188
U. of Maine at Orono 199
21. Colby 619
30. Bowdoin 904
32. Bates 1014
Results courtesy of Glendon Rand
UMO
* * ************* * * *
MT. WASHINGTON VALLEY MARATHON
Conway, N.H. Oct 28th
1. Ike Carpenter 27 2:30:48
2. Peter Stipe 37 2:35:21
3. Alan DeCosta 36 2:40:53
4. Peter Hagerman 33 2:44:19
5. Greg Pariin 31 2:46:01
6. John Hammond 29 2:46:04
7. Lynn Presby 41 2:46:13
8. Dave Birse 25 2:47:12
9. J.R. Stockwell 23 2:48:03
10. Nicholas Siciliano 36 2:50:12
14. Paul Cote 31 2:58:50
24. Ken Newsome 35 3:15:21
31. Susan Simmons 34 3:20:14*
32. Susan Davidson 26 3:20:37*
33. Linda Bradley 32 3:23:02*
34. Colette Foley 36 3:25:21*
38. Robin Robinson 42 3:27:14*
41. James Booth 39 3:29:53
42. Richard Nannicelli 29 3:30:27
61. Stanley Sheldon 37 3:54:43
63. Nelson Mathews 28 3:56:14
71. Richard Bartlett 27 4:13:06
Peter Hagerman & Linda Bradley led 
a fairly large Maine contingent.
* * ************ * * * *
6TH ANNUAL VETERAN'S MEMORIAL ROAD RACE 
Wiscasset Nov 11th
1 Mile Kiddie's Race
1. Larry Wilson 12 6:05
2. Andy Cooper 12 6:42
3. Gabe Elwell 11 7:01
4. Butch Rankin 12 7:26
5. Jeremy Rankin 8 7:55
6. Jeffrey Cumming 9 8:04
7. Robbie Cuthbertson 9 8:05
8. Jaclyn Ouillette 6 8:22*
9. Sarah Carleton 9 8:33*
10. Leon Strand 8 9:07
11. Nikki DeCourcy 8 9:23*
12. Rena Strand 6 9:30*
13. Dawn Johnson 6 9:58*
14. Leah Ouillette 4 10:32*
15. Real Deprez 5 10:34
16. Tommy DeCourcy 4 10:49
17. Angel Williams 6 DNF
4.5 Miler
4.5 Miler
1. Bill Sullivan 34 24:21
2. Floyd Wilson 34 24:23
3. John Mathieu 27 24:40
4. Andre Benoit 32 24:43
5. Rick Shea 16 24:59
6. Eric McNett 29 25:29
7. Todd Elwell 18 25:38
8. Steven Peterson 34 25:47
9. Warren "Red" Dean 48 26:04
10. Jeff Brown 34 26:22
11. Bill Phillips 32 26:26
12. Todd Guite 17 26:34
13. Peter Thoenen 18 26:38
14. Robert Payne 46 26:45
15. Robert Cuthbertson 27 26:49
16. Joe Meehan 38 27:08
17. Jorge Leon 33 27:11
18. Rich Wells 40 27:13
19. Bruce Williams 34 27:36
20. Larry Innes 35 27:59
21. Bill Pinkham 42 28:15
22. Ervin MacDonald 42 28:29
23. David McIntire 22 28:31
24. Ray Cooper 42 28:59
25. R.W. Butler 30 29:16
26. Mark Ramsey 25 29:16
27. Duncan Cumming 15 29:34
28. Michael Muccino 36 29:56
29. Fred Wilkins 30 30:09
30. Walt Gorneau 42 30:12
31. James Carleton 37 30:29
32. Scott Shea 15 30:35
33. Don Williams 35 31:07
34. Judith Bjorn 50 31:35*
35. Don Cellar 41 31:53
36. Carolee Bradley 18 31:59*
37. Allen Hersom 26 32:14
38. Bob Rheault 59 32:21
39. Valerie Dixson 27 32:41*
40. Gordon Blackler 32 32:50
41. Chuck Shea 43 32:54
42. Poppy Thacher 30 32:58*
42. Jane Waddle 29 32:58*
44. Brian Wadleigh 17 33:47
45. Doug Munsey, Jr. 35 34:01
46. Gloria Elliott 30 34:18*
47. John Ouillette 36 34:19
48. Craig Phillips 31 34:49
49. Christa Elwell 14 34:52*
50. William Weatherbie 43 35:00
51. Thomas Rankin 45 35:03
52. Scott Cumming 13 35:16
53. Merle Schreiber 40 35:50*
54. Avis Ingalls 35 36:09*
55. Susan Crane 42 36:40*
56. Glenn Horan 34 38:13
56. Alan Edmond 31 38:13
58. Linda McNett 37 38:28*
59. Jack Winters 67 44:25
Results courtesy of Don Brewer
Race Director
*****
VETERAN'S
Augusta
*************
DAY ROAD RACES
Nov 11th
5K (3.1 Miles)
1. Chris Bovie 34 16:17
2. Floyd Wilson 34 16:38
3. Ron Newbury 34 16:59
4. Fred Judkins 40 17:41
5. Tim Childs 17 18:13
6. Bill Pinkham 42 18:25
7. Tim Rogers 31 18:30
8. Al Pulver 34 18:37
9. Thomas D. Wells 30 18:51
10. Mike Thompson 26 18:57
11. Mark Courtenay 16 19:06
12. William Kasabuski 37 19:13
13. Tom Fortier 17 19:16
14. Mardi Reed 41 19:24
15. James Cox, Jr. 28 19:29
16. Mike Halmo 33 19:30
17. Chris Bryant 16 19:44
18. James Belmont, Jr. 27 19:49
19. Pat Roy 35 19:53
20. Warren Newton 16 19:55
21. Diane Wood 22 20:03’
22. Dick Cummings 47 20:10
23. Joe McGillicuddy 15 20:26
24. Rex Nelson 53 20:40
25. Randy Landry 17 20:54
26. Maria Kokinis 21 21:02*
27. Dave Gugan 48 21:07
28. Carol McRea 30 21:10*
29. Mark Sutton 24 21:15
30. Paul Dali 43 21:18
31. Don Wismer 37 • 21:24
32. Ronald Russell 22 21:36
33. Joan Merriam 36 21:41
34. Ethan Keys 12 22:01
35. Fred Brown 42 22:07
36. Bob Lutz 30 22:14
37. Dan Force 36 22:25
38. Ken Armstrong 41 22:32
39. Denise Imbruno 22:39*
40. Earle Tourtilotte 35 23:36
41. Patricia Rulman 27 23:40*
42. Everett Davis 46 23:59
43. Erin Force 10 24:16
44. Eric Weymouth 11 25:06.1
45. Judith Davis 44 25:06.2*
46. Cynthia Vokey 26 25:33*
47. Margie Force 38 25:44*
48. Betty Webber 27 25:55*
49. James Hummer 43 26:27
50. Dawn Heselton 24 26:33*
51. Don Boisvert 28 26:34
52. Don Osborne 63 27:12
53. Linda Taylor 42 28:07*
54. Erroll Arsenault 30 28:43
55. Kandyleigh Provencher 27 28:49*
56. Marc Weymouth 16 30:18
57. Joe Hummer 10 31:59
58. Jane Lauer 31 32:13*
59. Melissa Weymouth 7 37:46*
60. Eleanor Weymouth 38 37:58*
61. Marty Butler 38 40:04
Half Marathon 13.1 Miles
1. Peter Lessard 22 1:13:40
2. Alan DeCosta 36 1:14:39
3. Daniel McCarthy 23 1:15:00
4. Rick Lane 37 1:19:45
5. Barry Fifield 27 1:21:09
6. Guy Berthiaume 38 1:21:15
7. Gene Roy 38 1:21:35
8. Mike Gordon 18 1:22:25
9. Jerry Allanach 35 1:22:34
10. Michael Perry 32 1:23:12
11. Greg Hildreth 42 1:23:58
12. Mike Simoneau 37 1:24:08
13. Don Best 29 1:24:43
14. Doug Ludewig 45 1:25:00
15. David Harrison 46 1:25:17
16. Mike O'Connor 28 1:25:48
17. Dean Rasmussen 36 1:26:15
18. Bob Jolicoeur 47 1:26:59
19. Gerry Mirabile 24 1:27:15
20. Mike Beachler 33 1:28:18
21. Joel Titcomb 25 1:29:49
22. Bob Croswell 33 1:31:03
23. Jeffrey Preble 31 1:31:25
24. Mert Dearnley 36 1:31:33
25. Bob Perrocn 38 1:31:43
26. Larry Taylor 39 1:32:08
27. Carl Bowen 52 1:32:10
28. Tom Murray 16 1:32:20
29. Andrew Files 23 1:32:22
30. David Rideout 47 1:32:49
31. Paul Cole 29 1:33:15
32. Charles Weymouth 43 1:34:15
33. Paul Bourget 26 1:34:19
34. Ed Atlee 45 1:34:53
35. Martin Schiff 45 1:35:52
36. Ron Gervais 30 1:36:18
37. Peter Tozier 28 1:37:17
38. Chuck Munier 38 1:37:19
39. Richard Jewell 41 1:37:57
40. Ron Paquette 43 1:39:24
41. James Moore 41 1:39:45
42. James Hogerty 29 1:40:14
43. Paula Stone 23 1:40:26*
44. Claudia Takacs 28 1:41:01*
45. Fred Merriam 37 1:41:05
46. Kevin Pottle 28 1:41:08
47. Dave Conley 44 1:41:12
48. Ted McCarthy 43 1:41:26
49. Vincent Skinner 26 1:41:45
50. Richard Higgins 38 1:42:41
51. Jean Herlihy 23 1:43:24 55. Newall Lewey 21:16 5. Mathew Dunlap 16:28
52. Timothy Holland 39 1:45:39 56. David Wilson 21:18 6. Gerry Clapper 16:29
53. Jerry Saint Amand 41 1:46:08 57. Danny Akers 21:20 7. Brian Warren 16:43
54. Clough Toppan 37 1:47:27 58. Lori Holyoke 21:22* 8. Dan Dearing 16:47
55. Thomas Daggett 37 1:47:29 59. Roxi McCafferty 21:26* 9. Larry Deans 16:53
56. Lucien Lessard 44 1:48:05 60. Paul Guerin 21:30 10. Alex Hammer 16:54
57. Fran Brennan 48 1:49:34 61. John Wakely 21:32 11. Rod White 16:56
58. Kate Boland 34 1:50:04* 62. Bob Johnson 21:36 12. Tim Michaud 16:59
59. Donnajean Pohlman 33 1:50:14* 63. Fred Cole 21:37 13. Conrad Walton (M) 17:12
60. Patty Jacobs 35 1:51:22* 64. Mike Fletcher 21:38 14. Pat Kamm 17:20
61. Jerry Herlihy 48 1:52:13 65. Lon Winchester 21:58 15. Brian McCrea 17:42
62. Daniel Merrill 31 1:53:07 66. Anthony Flye 22:00 16. Doug DeAngelis 18:04
63. Jerri Bushey 40 1:54:47* 67. Lisa Sholler 22:03* 17. Greg Hildreth 18:11
64. Wayne Hamilton 36 1:54:54 68. Joe Gallant 22:03 18. Richard Lindsay 18:24
65. Lynn Deeves 25 1:55:55.1* 69. Joe Aubin 22:14 19. Thom Amnotte 18:26
66. Patricia Kennedy 37 1:55:55.2* 70. John VanBuren 22:20 20. Tim Reid 18:40
67. Bill Perfetto 32 1:56:23 71. Melvin Lambert 22:24 21. Bill Pinkham 18:43
68. Fred Wingate 38 1:56:37 72. Janice Nicholson 22:34* 22. Fred Merriam 18:46
69. Gary Richardson 29 1:58:41 73. Rene Collins 22:35* 23. Richard Miles 18:52
70. Jack Vreeland 30 1:59:22 74. Larry Collins 22:37 24. Erik Nickerson 18:56
71. Betsy Berry 38 2:00:11* 75. Richard Botler 22:44 25. Mauri Peito 19:36
72. William Tozier 57 2:00:34 76. Nivan Saala 22:45* 26. Steve Randolph 19:38
73. David Cappella 36 2:00:37 77. Bill Lawler 22:51 27. Bob Booker 19:40
74. Dora Anne Mills 24 2:01:24* 78. Richard Wallingford 23:00 28. Ed Rice 19:50
75. Mark Miller 18 2:03:25 79. Heather Devea 23:02* 29. Cole Sargent 19:59
76. Georgianna Hogerty 29 2:08:48* 80. Len Price 23:03 30. Roger Johnstone 20:02
77. Robert Penney 24 2:10:03 81. Lee Barclay 23:10* 31. Conrad Skov 20:03
78. Lynne Wetherall 32 2:11:28* 82. John VanBuren 23:17 32. Art Fraser 20:11
79. Patty Callens 35 2:15:24* 83. Frank Setter 23:22 33. Heidi Flewelling 20:37*
80. Max Burkin 59 2:22:24 84. John Woodcock 23:36 34. Mike Farnsworth 20:39
85. Bill Fletcher 23:37 35. Charlie Moses 20:39
Results courtesy of Greg Nelson 86. Leona Clapper 23:42* 36. Theresa Lewis 20:39*
Maine Road Ramblers 87. Sherry Bragg 23:43* 37. Leslie Walls 20:40*
88. Earl Kingsbury 23:44 38. Ann England 20:40*
* * ************ ****** 89. Scott Clement 24:00 39. Dana Maxim 20:40
90. Nancy Price 24:01* 40. Buck Rand 20:40
BREWER HIGH ”B" CLUB TURKEY TROT 91. Howard Dunn 24:01 41. Lisa Hoxie 20:42*
Brewer Nov 17th 92. Don Osborne 24:05 42. Gerald Herlihy 20:54
93. Charles Clapper 24:10 43. David Wilson 20:58
94. Louise Cole 24:14* 44. Robert St. John 21:10
1. Glendon Rand 15:26 95. Jim Kingsbury 24:26 45. John Lewis 21:24
2. Jon Rummler 15:42 96. Denise Robinson 24:32* 46. Cathy Martin 21:46*
3. John Condon 16:02 97. Kim Pierce 24:41* 47. Aaron Merriam 21:47
4. Rusty Taylor 16:10 98. Carol Woodcock 24:45* 48. Joan Merriam 22:11*
5. Tira Parrot 16:13 99. Patricia Kennedy 24:50* 49. Martin McCrea 22:13
6. George Towle 16:30 100. Lyn Dow 25:08* 50. Edward Geissler 22:14
7. Rich Goodenough 16:36 101. Tom Scagliarini 25:09 51. John Parcak III 22:17
8. Doug DeAngelis 16:40 102. Frank D’Amelio 25:23 52. Eric Jones-Baker 22:19
9. Brian McCrea 16:42 103. Margaret Guthrie 25:52* 53. Bill Lawlor 22:23
10. Conrad Walton (M) 17:04 104. Nancy Manchester 26:01* 54. Max Hammer 22:38
11. Dan Pennock 17:18 105. Don Brown 26:11 55. John Perreault 22:49
12. Ric Lamoureau 17:34 106. Dawn Lamourex 26:12* 56. Arthur Joaquin 23:40
13. Paul Healy 17:40 107. Gwenn Clement 26:45* 57. Chuck Hodge 23:42
14. Neal Chamberlain 17:45 108. Tom VanBuren 26:48 58. Francis Yip 24:17
15. Gary Hildreth 18:06 109. Amy Dorsey 27:15* 59. Leona Clapper 24:31*
16. Hal Nelson 18:08 110. Mark Eastman 27:21 60. Carol Jones-Baker 24:32*
17. Leslie Walls 18:13* 111. Judy Bouchard 28:00* 61. Pat Kennedy 24:49
18. Dave Clemmons 18:26 112. Chip Clark 28:25 62. Charles Clapper 25:26
19. Jason Rush 18:29 113. Dawn Mulcabey 28:28* 63. Judy Poulin 25:47*
20. Don Ardine 18:35 114. Bob Collins 28:40 64. Kim Bailey 26:27*
21. Oscar Feichtinger (M) 18:37 115. Nat Clark 28:47 65. Barbara Logue 26:27*
22. Deke Talbot 18:38 116. Candice Green 28:48* 66. Alan Woodcock 26:27
23. Vaughn Holyoke (M) 18:41 117. Leslie Lyons 29:05* 67. Nancy Nicholson 27:14*
24. Richard Lindsey 18:44 118. Jeff Adams 29:06 68. R.M. Ryckman 27:22
25. Gerald Sibley 18:52 119. Gail Merrow 29:34* 69. Jo An Imhoff 27:30
26. Donald Sargeant 19:01 120. Betty Ellen Kiah 29:52*
27. Don Ardine, Jr. 19:05 121. Melanie Brochu 30:01* Results courtesy of O.J. Logue
28. Cliff Hatfield (M) 19:10 122. Barbara Grant 30:20*
29. Dick Miles . 19:19 123. Theresa Breau 30:43*
30. Ken Xivik
31. John Tradford
32. Mike Clapper
33. Matthew Hall
34. Steve Giles
35. Phillip Jurgelait
36. Bob Booker
37. Mike Turner
38. John Holyoke
39. Larry Rich
40. Kevin Pottle
41. Steven Randolph
42. Craig Boyd
43. Tim Woodcock
44. Paul Cole
45. Glenn Miles
46. Gary Leclerc
47. Chris Hyde
48. Lee Rush
49. Todd Lapointe
50. Chip Wallingford
51. Donna Hubbard
52. Rick Spearing
Pnhort- Qalipi
19:21 124. Glenn Holyoke 30:44
19:26 125. Louise Clemment 31:11*
19:27 126. Ronel Delano-Ellis 31:17*
19:30 127. Francis Foucher 31:30*
19:33 128. Don Tate 31:34
19:41 129. Esle Pfander 32:38
19:43 130. Jill Kiah 32:45*
19:46 131. Dennis Kiah 32:53
19:51 132. Evelyn Hodson 36:36*
19:56 133. Katherine Franco
19:57 134. Joan Imhoff
20:00
20:01 Results courtesy of Penny Blackman
20:05 B-Club President
20:10
20:14 ★ * *********** *****
20:46
20:50 O.J. •s 5K RUN FOR THE GOLD
20:54 Orono Nov 18th
20:55
20:57
20:58* 1. Peter Millard 15:21
21:01 2. John Condon 15:56
1C.CQ
So, you been out to the races, huh? Well, where are you in these two photos? Write 
your responce on a post card and send it off to Vance Brown Photography, Box 53, 
Searsport, ME 04974 and Vance will reward the first respondent with an 8 x 10 photo 
of themselves from a recent race. Be sure to tell Vance what races you have been in 
lately that he has been to so he can find you in his files. If you remember your 
number that would help also. Answer will appear in the January issue of MR.
Open Letter to All Current and Potential Track and Field Officials
The winter indoor track season is upon us. The athletes are 
preparing for their individual events - the coaches are beginning to 
plan their strategies for the upcoming season - the parents have 
begun shuttling their sons and daughters from practice-to-practice 
and meet-to-meet. Everyone is honing their skills to a razor-sharp 
edge. What about the officials for the meets - are they as 
proficient as the athletes and coaches? Do you know if they have 
reviewed all the rules which govern their respective events? These 
are a dedicated few who you see at each and every meet - making 
decisions - interpreting rules - advising coaches and athletes alike. 
But what happens when one or more of these dedicated officials can 
not make the meet? Who do you see in their place? Would you as 
either a parent or coach feel comfortable about having another parent 
or coach come from the stands and call your son or daughter for a 
fault or disqualify him or her from competing in their event? I know 
as an individual I would be upset to see my daughter disqualified 
from her event by someone who had just been taken from the stands and
put in a position of making decisions.
We have a possible solution to this dilemma - Certified Officials 
for the meets. By preparing Officials and Associate Officials we 
would make the meets run smoother and give the athletes an even 
chance. For those who are interested - read on further. For those 
who don’t worry about this happening - go to one of the meets and 
watch closely who handles the decision-making process. Would you 
want to be asked to officiate at a meet and not know the in's and 
out's of the specific event? A way we can help the athletes, coaches 
and other officials is become involved in learning the process of 
officiating and rules of the meet. By doing this we can better serve 
and assist those at the meet.
There are some basic and simple ways of becoming associate and 
certified officials. We are planning to run two or three clinics 
during the coming year. Attendance at these clinics would help in 
the certification process. In addition, we have track and field 
official rule books and open book tests to be taken. By completing 
the attached application and forwarding it to the address on the 
reverse side would begin the process of becoming a bonified official 
for the year. For those who have already been involved in track and 
field meets since "Jessie Owens was in high school" - simply fill out 
the form and forward it to the address given. We will start the 
process for you.
We are going to have a busy season - both indoors and out this 
year - we look forward to making the winter and spring track and 
field season more enjoyable and relaxing for everyone.
See you at the meets.
Raymond W. Cooke Howard Wright
P.O. Box 311 12 Island Avenue
Kenduskeag, Maine 04450 Orono, Maine 04473
THE ATHLETICS CONGRESS 
OF THE UNITED STATES
P.O. Box 311, Kenduskeag, Maine 04450 
New England Association - State of Maine 
National Track & Field Officials Committee
APPLICATION FOR ATHLETICS OFFICIAL
AT MASTER/NATIONAL/ASSOCIATION RANK
This application is hereby made for training and consideration for certification 
as an Athletic Congress Official.
Please fill out the following application. List your officiating experience 
for the last five years, and indicate what category you desire to specialize.
OFFICIALS LEVELS: Master, National and Association
MASTER: This is the highest rank which is reserved for the outstanding 
official with special qualifications in the sphere of national and international 
officiating. To be eligible for this category, an official must have served 
as a certified National Official in the position he/she specialized in 
for a period of at least 5-10 years. He/She must have worked in the specialized 
position in at least five (5) meets per year. Must successfully complete 
the National Officials Examination with a passing grade of 90% or better.
NATIONAL: Those officials who wish to become certified as a National Official 
must qualify by serving as a certified Association official, working in 
at least ten (10) meets over a period of not less than one nor more than 
two consecutive years. Must have worked in his/her position category for 
at least 3-5 years. Must successfully complete the National Officials 
Examination with a passing grade of 80% or better in each category he/she 
wishes to officiate.
ASSOCIATION: Current level, since you have been working within the area; 
however, to be an Association Level Official one must qualify by serving 
as an official in at least 2-5 meets per year.
Enclosed find $ (fee). All fees are nonrefundable. I understand
the local Association will maintain a file on my experience level. I understand 
to become a certified member of the association I must complete all required 
examinations, attend local clinics, officiate at meets and complete any 
necessary training required.
(THIS APPLICATION WILL BE RETAINED BY THE LOCAL CERTIFICATION CHAIRPERSON)
__________ 9
(Last" Name")"" TFirst Name) (Middle Initial) (Age)
(Home Address, City, 3tate and Zip Code}
(Business Address')
(________________ ( )
(Home Phone) ~(Work Phone)
Check Preferred Mailing: Home Business
ATHLETIC OFFICIAL APPLICATION FORM
List your officiating experience for the past five (5) years
Name of Meet Duties Performed Date of Meet
Requested Category (Insert "x" in the event category in which you wish to 
specialize.
Event Master National Event Master National
Referee Head Field Judge
Clerk of Course Photo Evaluator
Marsha 1 D i sous
Wi nd Gauge Hammer
Starter Jave1i n
Head Finish Judge Shot Put
Finish Judge High Jump
Head Timer Long/Triple Jump
T i mer Pole Vault
1 nspector Scorer
Photo Timer P.A. Announcer
See opposite for legend on classification of officials: Master and National
I hereby certify that the above information listed is correct and do hereby 
make application for the events in the categories indicated and at the level 
marked.
(Signature of Applicant)
______________________ 19
MAINE NORDIC COUNCIL
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SIGNED IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN ANY MAINE NORDIC 
COUNCIL SERIES COMPETITION.
If you do not accept fully the conditions below, DO NOT COMPETE.
I undersigned, know that Nordic Skiing Events are action sports carrying significant risk of personal 
injury. Racing, jumping, or biathlon competition is even more dangerous. I know that there are nat-
ural and man-made obstacles or hazards, surface and environmental conditions and risks which in 
combination with my actions can cause me very severe or occasionally fatal injury. I agree that I, as 
a participant must take an active role in understanding and accepting these risks, conditions and 
hazards. I also agree that I, and not the ski area or its staff or the sponsor or USSA or any of its sub-
ordinate groups and/or its clubs, officials and staff, am responsible for my safety while I participate 
in or train for these events.
Organizers and racers please note: This statement of risk, and the signature thereto, shall be valid for 
all single competitions of this meet The meet includes all competitions staged by this organization at 
this site in a contiguous period of time, and acceptance of the risk applies to all of the competitions 
of this meet
SIGNATURE:____________________________________________ DATE:_____________________
(Parent or Guardian or Coach if under 18)
Bib No.:__________________________ Overall Place:_____________________Class Place:______________
Name:_____________________________________________________________Class:__________________
Club or Town:_____________________________________College Outing Club:_______________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone:_________________________Date of Birth:___________________ Age:____________________
Name of Event:_____________________________________________________________________________
Event: Cross Country:______ Jump:_______ Nordic Combined:_______ Biathlon:____________________
Date of Event:________________ Fee Paid: Amount Paid:________________________
Length of Race:_________________________________Hill Size:___________________________________
Time In:
Start Time:
Overall Elapsed Time:
AGE CLASSES:
THE RELEASE FORM ABOVE MUST BE SIGNED
Note: Anyone 13 and under should be encouraged 
to compete in Billy Koch Youth Ski League corrpe- 
titions with meets on Sundays in January and Feb-
15 and under
16-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and over
‘FOR THE BETTERMENT OF NORDIC SKIING IN MAINE'
16 STEWART AVENUE 
FARMINGTON. ME 04938
(207) 778-2830
FOR THE FOOT
THAT WANTS
CVERYTHING.
The NIKE line of versatility shoes. For 
runners who can't choose between lightweight 
cushioning and stability. Now they can have a 
bit of both worlds.
j C n -- ■ x — xr= —H■ - ■
10% OFF ALL NIKE SHOES
JIM (When you mention this ad.)
Ill A VzV/ll GOOD THRU 12/31/84
x- -x- X -K-
vrsA- ccLD&uirrfs
HOGAN ROAD • 947-1168 • BANGOR, MAINE 
VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROCKLAND • PRESQUE ISLE • OLD TOWN • AUBURN
4
A QUESTION FROM THE SPECIALISTS IN 
ATHLETIC CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR
FOR COLD WEATHER RUNNING YOU HAVE NYLON PANTS & 
JACKET, POLYPROPYLENE, MAYBE GORETEX—
BUT WHAT ABOUT AFTER 
THE RUN?
NO DOUBT YOU’VE HEARD OF
CHAMOIS SHIRTS 
RUGBY SHIRTS 
SWEATERS 
MOUNTAIN PARKAS 
JACKETS
ALL QUALITY OUTDOOR CLOTHING. FOR 
STYLE AND FUNCTION WOOLRICH CAN’T 
BE BEAT.
THAT’S WHY YOU’LL FIND 
PLENTY OF WOOLRICH
IN THE ATTIC!
Woonucn.
BANGOR MALL 
Skip Howard
(207) 947-6880
METHUEN MALL 
Kevin Reteiie 
(617) 683-5069
AUBURN MALL 
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
BACK BAY PORTLAND 
Doug Ingersoll 
(207) 775-6244
"Specialists in Athletic Footwear and Clothing"
